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mode voltage is the major cause of both bearing currents and the conducted EMI, thus the
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the common-mode voltage. To achieve the goal of common-mode voltage cancellation, a
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controlled to generate balanced excitation of the motor resulting in a zero common-mode
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Electricity is one of the cleanest forms of energy known to this world. Utilizing
electricity in an efficient way has been a priority for electrical engineers. In modern
industries, most of the mechanical power is converted from electric power using electric
motors in order to achieve the flexibility of energy transportation and utilization, although
electricity itself is generated from mechanical energy in most cases. One of the important
features of modern adjustable speed drives (ASDs) is the ability to change the speed of
motors when desired. Heating ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems are good
examples of ASD applications. Before ASDs were widely used by industries, HVAC
systems commonly utilized fixed speed induction motors supplied by a three-phase, line
frequency ac power source. To regulate a low temperature, for instance, the motor has to
be turned on and off frequently to activate and deactivate the compressor of the HVAC
system. Since an induction motor at starting has very low efficiency, the total loss of the
system is high. For a HVAC system using an ASD, the temperature can be regulatedwith
ease by adjusting the speed of the motor. The amount of energyconsumed by the motor
equals the amount needed by the compressor less an insignificant amount of loss in the
motor. Therefore the total efficiency of the system is much improved.It has been
estimated that ASDs can improve the efficiency of fixed speed systems by up to 30-35%.
This translates into significant energy savings when you consider that approximately 60-
70% of all the electric energy generated in the U.S. is consumed by electric motors. In
addition, ASDs improve the performance of equipment by providing excellent2
controllability of motor speed over a wide range. The improved performance of
equipment enhances product quality and reduces product waste. Because of the above
advantages, the application of ASDs has grown into a $1.5 billion/annual market in North
America alone.
ASDs were first developed about 100 years ago and have undergone dramatic
changes indesign,control methods and performance. Before power electronics
proliferated in the area of motor drive control, it was very difficult to change the speed of
an ac motor over a wide range from its designated specification. This is because a three-
phase ac power supply with a desired frequency other than the line frequency was usually
unobtainable. Whereas dc drives have been accepted in industry as mature products for
their excellent performance and simple design for more than half a century. Therefore
they had dominated the drive market in industries for a very long period of time until
about 20 years ago when ac drives emerged as a major work horse in traction control and
industrial automation. The commutator and brush assembly on a dc motor limits the
power rating of the machine and its maintenance cost is estimated to add about 30% to
the total cost of the dc drive system because the commutator requires periodic
maintenance. In contrast, an ac motor is much more robust, low in cost and almost free of
service once installed. For these reasons, many attempts have been made to control the
speed of motors without brushes and commutators, including the brushless dc motors and
ac motors. The most popular and successful achievementof these efforts is ac ASDs
which consist of ac induction motors and switch-mode power converters [1].
A typical ac drive unit, which is commonly called an inverter, consists of a front-
end line-frequency ac-to-dc converter (rectifier), a dc bus with a capacitor filter and an
output switch-mode dc-to-ac inverter, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The rectifier and thefilter
provide a filtered but unregulated dc voltage on the dc bus. The solid-state devices of the
dc-to-ac inverter are controlled under switch-mode in order to reduce the12R power loss,
since the devices will be in either saturation or cutoff most of the time. The output
waveforms applied to the windings of the induction motor are square pulses with a3
modulated pulse-width (dependent on the desired motor speed/voltage), which are far
different from the sinusoidal waveforms for which the ac motors were designed (Fig.
1.2).
A number of waveform synthesis methods have been developed to control the
solid-state switches, such as pulse-width modulation (PWM) and voltage space vector
modulation (SVM). Since sine-triangle intersection PWM (SPWM) is commonly used
because it is theoretically simple and easy to implement, it will be the major modulation
scheme addressed for 2-level inverters (as shown in Fig. 1.1). As mentioned above, since
the switch-mode operation of the output stage of an inverter provides a very efficient way
of manipulating the electric power to control ac motors, this technology is well
developed, widely accepted and fully employed in modern industries.
The advances in power semiconductor technology together with the improved
control technologies have greatly enhanced the performance of the ac drives. These
advances have not only increased the power ratings and the switching speed of the
existing power semiconductors such as bipolar junction transistors (BJT), metal-oxide
semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET), but also brought forward newer devices
such as insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) and MOS controlled thyristors (MCT),
with inherent high voltage and current ratings, high switching speeds and less control
complexity. On one hand, the increased power ratings of the devices have resulted in the
increased power handling ability of ac drives allowing ASD technology to be applied to
large motors up to several hundred horsepower. On the other hand, the improved
switching performance (reduced rise and fall times) has enabled a significant reduction in
losses resulting in drives with smaller volume, less weight and lower cost. However since
IGBT technology has been commonly adopted into ac drives with power ratings from
fractional hp to 10,000 hp, some adverse effects due to the high switching speed and high
switching frequency of the power devices have been observed in the application of such
drives. These adverse effects have attracted much attention from both the drive
manufacturers and the users due to their cause of premature motor and process failures.4
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Fig. 1.1. Conventional adjustable speed drive (ASD) system employing a 2-level inverter.
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Fig. 1.2. Conventional inverter output waveform and sinusoidal modulation signal.5
1.2 Adverse Effects in ASD Applications
The introduction of fast switching semiconductor devices (i.e. IGBTs) into ac
drives has increased the switching frequency and power level up to 20kHz and 10,000 hp
respectively. Since IGBTs have much shorter rise times (10ns to 100ns) than BJTs and
gate turn-off thyristors (GTOs), the resulting rate of voltage change over time (dv/dt) can
reach more than 6kV/[ts for a standard 460V 2-level inverter. It is well acknowledged that
high dv/dt and high switching frequency together with the common-mode voltages
generated by conventional PWM inverters may result in the following effects.
1.2.1 Motor Terminal Over-Voltages
In PWM ASD operations, the mismatch between the surge impedance of the
motor leads and those of the motor windings and inverter terminals causesreflections of
the pulse-like voltage waveforms at the motor and inverter terminals. When the motor
lead is longer than the critical length which is determined by the switching speed of the
power devices (>15ft for IGBTs), the reflectedvoltage will add to the incident voltage of
the motor resulting in a motor terminal over-voltage of twice the rated dc bus voltage or
even higher. The over-voltage may severely stressthe motor winding insulation resulting
in premature motor winding failures within several months of drive installations.
1.2.2 Bearing Currents
Conventional PWM inverters as well as other switch-mode invertersinherently
generate alternating common-mode voltages within the motorwindings due to the
unbalanced excitation of the motor. This common-mode voltage will causeelectrostatic
(capacitive) coupling between the rotor and the stator windings and alsobetween the rotor6
and the frame due to the high switching frequency and more importantly the dv/dt,
enabling voltages to build up on the motor shaft and damaging currents to flow through
the motor bearings. It has been reported that bearing currents have been the major cause
of premature bearing failures in high frequency PWM inverter fed induction motors [8-
1 1 ].
1.2.3 EMI
Thehighspeedswitchingof powersemiconductordevicesgenerates
electromagnetic interference (EMI). Both conducted and radiated EMI may cause other
control and electronic equipment to malfunction. The high device switching speeds cause
high frequency currents in the range of 100kHz to several MHz which create a magnetic
field and radiate wide band EMI. In addition, the high dv/dt and di/dt sets up high
frequency currents that can couple through parasitic inductance and capacitance to enter
other devices connected to the network and disrupt their operation.
The above adverse effects are closely related to motor/drive and process failures,
and thus may result in substantial losses well beyond the cost of the drive to the users. It
will definitely increase the total cost of products and reduce the work efficiency in
production. Therefore drive reliability has become an important issue in industrial
applications in recent years.
1.3 Previous Work
It has been reported that significant efforts have been devoted to the improvement
of the reliability of ASDs and many mitigation techniques have been suggested to solve
the above problems. However, no one solution has been successful in mitigating all three
of these problems. Although the mentioned adverse effects are commonly related to the7
characteristics of high voltage, high switching frequency and high dv/dt of PWM inverter
and motor drives, the nature of these effects are different. Therefore, it is easier to address
these effects and the related works separately. Similar organization in presenting this
research will be carried out throughout this dissertation.
1.3.1 Motor Terminal Over-Voltages
The most commonly accepted mitigation technique for motor terminal over-
voltages is impedance matching [3-5]. It is achieved by means of motor terminal filters
connected in shunt at the motor terminals. The filters are designed to match the motor
terminal impedance with the characteristic impedance of the cable (i.e. long motor lead).
There have been a couple of configurations of the filter presented, however, the
reductions of the motor terminal voltages using thesefiltersare almost equally
significant.
Other filtering techniques may also be effective means of reducing the peak
voltages appearing at the motor terminals. These techniques include inverter output filters
and series reactors. Inverter output filters and series reactors are connected directly to the
inverter output terminals. Both can reduce the dv/dt below a critical value, therefore the
peak voltage at motor terminals is reduced.
1.3.2 Shaft Voltages and Bearing Currents
The previously investigated and implemented mitigation techniques for bearing
currents include a shaft grounding system, insulated bearings andjournals, ceramic
bearings, conducting grease and a Faraday shield [11, 19]. Although the above methods
are effective, most of them have tradeoffs thatwill be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.8
Since the shaft voltages and the resulting bearing currents are directly related to
the common-mode voltages applied to the motor by the PWM inverter, some efforts have
focused on the inverter to attempt to reduce the generated common-mode voltages. A
four-leg inverter topology with a second-order filter demonstrated a reduction in the filter
neutral voltage [20]. However the modulation index is limited to 0.66 with this approach
which reduces the controllable output voltage and extra components are needed. Another
approach is a SVM algorithm, which reduces the common-mode voltage to two-thirds of
the dc bus voltage by synchronizing the switching sequences of the PWM active rectifier
and the PWM inverter [21], however, this requires an active rectifier.
1.3.3 EMI
The EMI noise generated by PWM inverters includes both conducted and radiated
noise components. Although the frequency band of the radiated EMI generated by PWM
inverters is located well below the specified range (30MHz and above) of most of the
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) standards,e.g.the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and the International Special Committee on Radio Interference
(CISPR), the radiated magnetic field may still cause interference problems with nearby
electronic equipment. Therefore previous work has focused not only on the conducted
EMI but also on the radiated EMI at lower frequencies.
A commonly adopted technique to reduce the EMI noise intensity is using EMI
filters. The conducted EMI is closely associated with both the common-mode and the
differential-mode leakage currents(Fig.1.3). The common-mode leakage current
circulates through the power mains, the motor-cable-drive system and the ground
conductor; therefore a common-mode filter inserted between the inverter and motor is
effective in suppressing the high frequency common-mode current [16-18, 23-24]. For the
inverter and motor drive system shown in Fig. 1.1, the dc bus capacitor Cdc usually
consists of an electrolytic capacitor tank in parallel with several surge suppression9
capacitors. Since these surge suppression capacitors have very low equivalent series
resistance (ESR),Cdcserves as a low impedance path for the differential-mode leakage
current. Therefore, the common-mode EMI is usually the dominant component. For
differential-mode EMI, a dc link inductor and differential-mode inductors inserted in
series with the motor leads may further reduce the EMI noise level [16-18]. Other EMI
suppression technologies include low-pass shielded cable [42], metallic conduit as
required by the National Electric Code (NEC) and an active filtering technique for
cancellation of common-mode voltage [36]. Detailed discussions will be presented in
Chapter 3.
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Fig. 1.3. Conducted EMI for the PWM inverter ASD system.
1.4 Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are to investigate the adverse effects in switch-
mode inverter ASD applications, to evaluate the existing mitigation techniques and to
search for new solutions for these ASD application issues with an emphasis on solving all
of the problems at the source, i.e. within the ASD. Since the common-mode voltage is
the major cause of both the bearing currents and the common-mode conducted EMI, the10
new solutions will focus on new inverter topologies and control strategiesfor the
elimination of the common-mode voltages. Whereas the motor terminal over-voltage
problem has seen several efficient and economical solutions based on the travelling-wave
theory, the research will be on the selection of appropriate techniques to fit into the final
drive design.
Under the direction of the above research objectives, a novel dual-bridge inverter
(DBI) has been proposed and developed through this research to eliminate the common-
mode voltages. The DBI employs a second output bridge of power switches to drive a
standard three-phase dual-voltage motor (with double windings). Itis controlled to
generate balanced excitation to the motor resulting in zero common-mode voltage. Since
the DBI does not generate common-mode voltages, the resulting shaft voltage is reduced
to below the threshold level so that the bearing current is completely eliminated. In
addition, because of the elimination of the common-mode voltage, the total conducted
EMI noise level is significantly suppressed due to the reduction of its common-mode
component.
In addition to the DBI, other inverter topologies and control methodologies have
also been investigated. It has been found that with specially designed control algorithms,
certain multilevel PWM inverters will not generate common-mode voltages. Although
multilevelinvertersareconventionallyconsideredformediumvoltagelevel
(2300/4160V) drives, the new control algorithms and the multilevel topologies may also
be adapted to low voltage level (230/460V) drives to eliminate the above mentioned
adverse effects. Both SPWM and SVM schemes are investigated.
A "motor friendly" ASD based on the DBI has been designed to mitigate all three
adverse effects at the source, which is free of motor insulation stress and motor bearing
currents and has low EMI emission. A laboratory prototype hasbeen implemented and
the test results have validated the design.11
1.5 Dissertation Organization
The structure of thisdissertationis organized according to the following
description. Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to the background information of the
research, previous work related to the ASD application issues and the research objectives.
Chapter 2 presents detailed analyses of the existing adverse effects in ASD applications,
including excessive motor insulation stress imposed by motor terminal over-voltages,
premature bearing failures caused by the bearing currents and EMI generated by high
frequency and high speed switching. In Chapter 3 existing mitigation techniques and
previous work are evaluated based on analysis and experiments. The experimental results
are used to compare with those obtained from the proposed DBIin the following chapter.
Both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 present the solutions obtained from this research to
the mentioned application issues. Chapter 4 contains a detailed description and analysis
of the DBI concept. Both simulation and experimental results are included as verifications
of the proposed concept. The pros and cons of the new topology are discussed. Chapter 5
presents the proposed control algorithms for multilevel inverters. A three-level neutral-
point clamped (NPC) inverter is used as an example in the analysis and simulation to
demonstrate the validity of the concept. Detailed analyses are presented for both the
conventional modulation schemes and the modulation schemes with common-mode
voltage elimination. Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation showing the contributions this
research has achieved and suggestions for future work.12
CHAPTER 2
ADVERSE EFFECTS OF PWM ASD APPLICATIONS
2.1 Motor Terminal Over-Voltages
2.1.1 Introduction
The application of ASDs for speed control of ac motors is increasing due to
improved system efficiencies providing energy savings and ease in control. To reduce
switching losses, achieve higher bandwidth and improve the current waveform quality of
the switch-mode ASDs, fast devices such as insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs)
have been introduced in modern ASDs. Since IGBTs have very short rise times (10ns to
100ns), the motor winding insulation is subjected to higher voltage stresses than before.
Fast switching of the IGBTs causes a high dv/dt (6kV/us for 460V drives) to be
developed on both the inverter terminals and the motor terminals. This high dv/dt has two
major impacts on the winding insulation of small motors. First, as will be shown, the
waves of voltage pulses reflect back and forth between the inverter and motor terminals
due to the mismatch between the surge impedance of the motor (higher impedance for
smaller motors) and the cable (low impedance) and the impedance mismatch between the
inverter (almost zero impedance) and the cable. Thus, the reflected waves will add to the
incident waves at the motor terminals, resulting in twice the rated voltage. Both theoretical
analyses and experimental results show that the magnitude of the motor terminal over-
voltage corresponds directly with dv/dt and the length of the cable. It will be shown that
the pulses will travel at approximately half the speed of light (150-200m/pts or 500ft/ps)
within the typical motor cables (see Appendix I for cable specifications). If the pulses take
longer than one half the rise time to travel from the inverter to the motor, the pulse
amplitude at the motor terminals will approximately double. It is observed that IGBT
ASDs may create over-voltages at the motor terminals that exceed the insulation dielectric
capability for cable lengths as low as 20 to 200 ft.13
Secondly, the high dv/dt prevents the voltage to distribute evenly within the motor
winding. At times, the voltage on the first coil can reach over 75% of the total voltage of
the winding. For random wound motors, which is usually the case for small motors, there
are chances for the first turn and the last turn to be in contact with each other resulting in
the full coil voltage being applied to the adjacent turns. In addition, in double-layer
windings, the coils of different phase windings may be in contact with each other if no
insulation between phase windings is used. The combination of the above scenarios
greatly increases the electric stress on the motor winding insulation in PWM ASD
applications.
In Section 2.1.2, the phenomenon of reflected waves on motor leads and the
resulting motor terminal over-voltages are analyzed in terms of transmission-line theory.
Simulation and experimental results are presented to verify the theory. This section also
describes the mechanism of the motor winding insulation failures due to the excessive
insulation stress. Evaluation of the existing mitigation techniques for over-voltages is
presented in Chapter 3.
2.1.2 Traveling Waves on a Long Motor Lead
Transmission lines and the associated phenomenon are usually studied in terms of
aparalleltwo-wireloss-lesssysteminwhich theelectromagnetic wavesare
approximated by uniform plane waves. For uniform plane waves, the fields vary only in
the direction in which the waves propagate. For a simple medium with constant, scalar
permittivity and permeability and with no free charge and currents, which is usually the
case for transmission lines, the Maxwell's equations are
V D = 0 (2.1)
V B = 0 (2.2)
v x E
aB
=,u
at at
(2.3)V x H =
aD
=
aE
at at
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(2.4)
Assume the waves travel in z direction in a rectangular coordinate, then al ax = 0 and
alay=o. Therefore, Eqn. (2.3) leads to
aE
= (2.5)
Eqn. (2.4) leads to
aE,
az= at
OHy
=cOE,
az at
alb
=caEy
az at
Solving from Eqn. (2.5) and (2.8), we have
a' EY a 2 E,
az 2 at 2
a2HY a2 H,
az 2 ate
Similarly, from Eqn. (2.6) and (2.7), we have
a2 E a2 E.,
az-mug at'
a2 H, H,
az 2itieat 2
Eqn. (2.9) through (2.12) are known as the one dimensional wave equations [2].
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
Itisa known factthat the two-conductor systems propagate transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) waves along the conductors as long as the conductors are ideal
or, in other words, loss-less [2]. Therefore,the one-dimensional wave equations are
applicable to ideal transmission lines. For a two-conductor system, the line-to-line
voltage V is defined by the line integral of -E between the two conductors, then
V(z,t) =E dl (2.13)
The current flowing through one of the conductors is related to the tangential magnetic
field by15
1(z,t) = 4H dl (2.14)
By applying the integrals given by Eqn. (2.13) and (2.14) to Eqn. (2.9) through
(2.12) using the interchange of differentiation and integration, the transmission-line
equations are obtained as follows:
a2v a2v182V
= pe =
az2 atev2 812
821 821 1821
8z2/le 812v2 812
where the speed at which the waves travel is
1 v= =
11£,/LC
and L and C are the per unit length inductance and capacitance of the transmission lines.
The same results can be obtained from a distributed circuit representation of the ideal
two-conductor transmission line [2]. Solutions of Eqns. (2.15) and (2.16) take the forms
of [2]:
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
V(z,t)= V+(t V(t (2.18)
I(z,t) =I+ (t I_ (1 +
V V
1
=[V, (t V (t +
Zo v
(2.19)
where Zo is called the characteristic impedance of the transmission line and is defined as
Z0 =Lv=
L
C
(2.20)
In reality, any transmission line is connected to another line or a load, which has
different characteristic impedance. The discontinuity of the impedance introduced by the
junctions between the transmission line and the load or another line can result in the
reflections of the traveling waves. At each discontinuous point, both the voltage and the
current should be continuous and the voltage and the current alwaysequal the sum of16
both the positive traveling wave and the negative traveling wave. For example, at the
junction of the line (Zo) and the load (ZL), as shown in Fig. 2.1, we have
V+ + V = (2.21)
I++I_=11 (2.22)
In this simple case shown in Fig. 2.1 the voltage across the load is VL=ILZ.
From Eqn. (2.19) and (2.22) the relation between the load voltage and the traveling
waves can also be expressed as
V+V V,
(2.23)
ZoZoZL
Eqn. (2.21) and (2.23) give the reflection coefficient of the incident wave (positively
traveling) to the reflected wave (negatively traveling):
VZ1Zo
P= (2.24)
Z, + Zo
When ZL is very large compared to Zo, we have p = 1, which means that the reflected
wave has the same amplitude as the incident wave at the junction of the load and the line.
Therefore, the load voltage is twice as much as the incident wave according to Eqn.
(2.21). This property of the transmission line has an important impact on the motor
terminal over-voltages as will be shown as follows.
IL
Zo ZLV
L
Fig. 2.1. Impedance matching on a transmission line.17
For better illustration of the over-voltage phenomenon, ideal switches are first
assumed in the analysis, i.e. the switching time of the switches is assumed to be zero. In
PWM operation of the inverters using IGBTs, the pulses are much longer than the delay
time, which is the time for the pulses to travel from the inverter to the motor. Therefore,
in the following analysis, the pulses generated by the inverter are represented by step
functions without a loss of accuracy.It has been shown that the inverter output
impedance (<1 ohm) is relatively low and the motor input surge impedance (>1500 for
motor ratings < 25hp) is considerably higher than the cable characteristic impedance (80-
150 ohms for typical bundled cables) [3-5]. Therefore, it is a reasonable approximation to
consider an ideal inverter and an ideal motor with zero (short circuit) and infinite (open
circuit) surge impedance respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
Inverter
z, = 0
z-=-1
Cable
Zo
Motor
Fig. 2.2. Impedance mismatch of an idealized inverter-cable-motor system.
At time 1-0, the step function with amplitude Vo is applied to the cable
(considered as a transmission line) at z = -l. The wave front travels along the cable in
positive z direction and reaches the motor at t=ti. Since the current flowing into the
motor must be zero due to the effective open circuit, a reflected voltage wave of the same
magnitude must be generated starting at t=ti which travels in the negative direction.18
According to Eqn. (2.19), there must be V_= V+. At t= t2=2t1, the reflected wave reaches
the inverter terminal (z=-/) where the voltage is kept at Vo. Therefore a positively
traveling wave with a magnitude of zero is generated which satisfies the boundary
condition at z = -l: V_+ V+= Vo. To be more clear, the boundary condition at the inverter
terminal (z=-/) is that the voltage is always equal to Vo. This requires that the amplitude
of either the positively or the negatively traveling wave is Vo, but not both. On the other
hand, the boundary condition at the motor terminal (z=0) is that the current into the motor
is zero, this requires that the negatively traveling wave has the same polarity and
amplitude as the positively traveling wave. Fig. 2.3 shows the traveling waves and the
resulting total voltage along the cable by superposition of the two waves. By examining
Fig 2.3, it is obvious that a square waveform of voltage is produced at the motor
terminals (z=0), as shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.3. Traveling waves and the resulting voltage with a long motor lead.19
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Fig. 2.4. Motor terminal over-voltage due to full reflection of waves.
The switching time of the power devices is not zero in reality. Typical IGBTs
have rise and fall times between lOns and 100ns. For a finite switching time, the 2pu (per
unit) motor terminal over-voltage is also dependant on the cable length. According to Fig.
2.3, for 2pu voltage to appear at the motor terminals, the voltage rise time has to be less
than twice the time it takes for the wave to travel from one end of the cable to the other
end. Therefore, if the cable length is shorter than 2 tr,,,v , where trice is the switching
time and v is the speed of the traveling wave, there will be a voltage less than 2pu
generated at motor terminals under normal operating conditions.
2.1.3 Motor Terminal Over-Voltage Simulation and Experimental Results
Although the analysis in Section 2.1.2 gives a good explanation of the motor
terminal over-voltages due to fast switching and long motor leads, the actual voltage
waveform of the motor terminal voltages is different from that shown in Fig. 2.4. This is
because the waveform obtained in Fig. 2.4is based on the assumptions of ideal
transmission line (loss-less motor lead), infinite motor terminal input surge impedance
and zero inverter output impedance. Finite motor input impedance and inverter output
impedance result in less than unity reflection coefficients at both motor and inverter20
terminals, therefore, itis common that the motor terminal voltage is less than 2pu.
However, under certain operating conditions, the over-voltage could be larger than 2pu
[6]. In addition, the waves in an actual cable are not TEM waves due to the losses and the
resulting non-zero components of the field in the direction in which the waves propagate.
This lossy transmission line will present a dampened ringing at the high impedance end,
i.e. the motor terminal.
2.1.3.1 Simulation Results
The simulation of the PWM inverter-cable-motor drive system for motor terminal
over-voltages can be done in terms of both lumped R-L-C network [7] and the traveling
wave equations [8]. The simulation in [8] is done on a distortionless line using a transport
delay model. It has been shown that the simulation results are within acceptable
tolerances. However, this method involves complex modeling and simulation techniques.
The simulation method presented in [7] is based on a lumped parameter R-L-C network
that gives a close approximation to the motor terminal over-voltages. This model is easy
to implement in PSpice and the lumped parameters are obtainable from measurements.
Fig. 2.5 shows a lumped parameter model for a parallel two-line system. Such a
model can be justified by the fact that the switching usually happens on only one of the
three phases each time. This is because that the switching of each phase is usually not
synchronized to the other two phases and such a control scheme can minimize the
switching losses. Therefore, the other two lines are effectively connected in parallel. The
number of sections of the 7t connected networks should be decided by the required
simulation accuracy. As this number increases, the lumped model approaches the
distributed model that gives the exact wave equations as described in Section 2.1.2.
Fig. 2.6 shows the PSpice simulation results on a 100ft motor cable (14AWG,
THHN-THWN, see Appendix I) which is excited by a 1V step input with 1 Ons rise-time
and terminated by a 1 kS2 resistor. The resistor value is chosen to represent the surge21
impedance of an induction motor of 5-10 hp. The voltage appearing across the resistor
has a peak voltage of 2pu. The cable is modeled using five it- connected sections.
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Fig. 2.5. Lumped parameter model of a long motor cable using multiple 7r-connected
networks.
Fig. 2.7 gives the simulation results on the same setup except the cable is modeled
using 40 n-connected networks. The waveform is very close to the previous one and the
peak voltage is 2pu. Both results show a dampened ringing at the high impedance
terminal of the cable.
Os 1.0us
oU(L1:1) e U(R5:2)
2.11u5
Tine
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Fig. 2.6. PSpice simulation using five n-connected networks.1.5U,
0.5U
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Fig. 2.7. PSpice simulation using 40 7c-connected networks.
2.1.3.2 Experimental Results
4.0us
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Motor terminal over-voltages are commonly seen in IGBT PWM inverter drive
applications when long motor leads are used. It has been reported by PWM drive users
that motor winding insulation failures have occurred within several months of ASD field
operations. This over-voltage phenomenon has been recorded in the experiments of this
research. In the experiments, several lengths of motor cables have been used, and motor
terminal over-voltages are seen for cables longer than 20ft. Fig. 2.8 shows the motor
terminal over-voltage measured on a 5hp, 460V motor connected to a 5kVA PWM
inverter. The inverter is operated at 6kHz and the length of the motor lead is 100ft. The
waveform-[2] shows a dampened voltage ringing at the motor terminal, where the peak
voltage reaches 1125V, which is 1.8 times the dc bus voltage (625V).[I
-5,0000 us 0,000 s 5.0000 us
ml 250 V/div
m2 250 V/div
3250 V/div
pos: 500.0V
500.0:1 11-12 dc
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Fig. 2.8. Leading edge voltage of [1] inverter output [2] motor terminal without filter [3]
motor terminal with motor terminal filter on a 5kVA/460V ASD switching at 6kHz.
2.1.4 Effect of Over-Voltages on the Integrity of Magnet Wire Insulation
The aging of the motor winding insulation depends on several factors, such as
thermal, electrical and mechanical stresses and the environment. The prominence of any
one of the above factors can severely harm the integrity of the magnet wire insulation and
reduce its life expectancy. In switch-mode IGBT ASD applications, motor terminal line-
to-line voltages can reach twice the rated dc bus voltage due to the impedance mismatch
and the resulting full reflection of the incident voltage waves. This is particularly
destructive to random-wound motors where voltages between adjacent wires can exceed
the insulation capability of the winding. For example, a 460V drive has a dc bus voltage
of about 620V. The motor insulation is usually designed to withstand a peak voltage of
1000V without significant expedition of the insulation aging process. However, when a
long cable is used, the motor terminal voltage can reach in excess of 1125V as shown in
Fig. 2.8.24
The total breakdown of the motor insulation will not happen immediately after the
over-voltages occur at the motor terminals. Instead, partial discharge (known as corona)
occurs within the insulation material. Partial discharge is actually the breakdown of the
air in the vicinity of an electrode, under the stress of an electric field. Since the tiny air
pockets trapped in the motor insulation have lower dielectric strength and permittivity
than those of the insulation material, corona occurs before total destruction of the
insulation. The discharge in air on each pulse cycle erodes away the insulation surface
gradually and results in pits and cavities. It also produces ozone and nitrogen oxides that
react with the insulation to deteriorate the insulation strength. When partial discharge
occurs, a sharp decrease in insulation life should be expected. The result of this process is
premature failures of motors within months of installation in ASD applications.
As presented in previous sections, motor terminal over-voltages are caused by the
mismatch of the motor winding high impedance with the motor cable lead low
impedance. Therefore reducing the surge impedance at the motor terminal should be able
to eliminate the full reflection of the waves. On the other hand, increasing the voltage rise
time (reducing the dv/dt) will increase the critical length of the cable (at which voltage
doubling occurs) so that the voltage can be limited to a safe level. As will be shown in
Chapter 3, the motor terminal over-voltage can be mitigated by various methods
including the impedance matching technique and dv/dt limiting filters.
2.2 Common-Mode Voltages and Motor Bearing Currents
2.2.1 Introduction
Shaft voltage, bearing currents and the resulting motor bearing failures have been
reported at very early stages (within several months) of electric motor applications.
Before ac ASDs were widely applied in industries, induction motors were driven directly
by ac power mains at 60Hz. Therefore, shaft voltage and bearing currents were mainly25
the results of the dissymmetries of the magnetic field within the motor construction. With
the improvements made in machine design and manufacturing technology, shaft voltage
and bearing current problems were brought to a low level and had not been a major
concern of motor manufacturers and customers until the recent increasein ac ASD
applications.
In the past twenty years, industrial controls have experienced dramatic changes
with the advancesin ASD technology. The introduction of thefastswitching
semiconductor devices, i.e. IGBTs, into PWM inverters has further improved the
performance of PWM ASDs. However, the shaft voltage and bearing current problems
have resurfaced due to the common-mode voltage generated by switch-mode inverters
with high switching frequency and high dv/dt. It has been found that bearing currents
have been the major cause of premature bearing failures in high frequency PWM inverter
fed induction motors [8-11]. The incidence of premature bearing failures have increased
in number and attracted again the attention of motor and drive manufactures and their
customers in recent years.
This section examines the effects of common-mode voltages on the motor shaft
voltages and the resulting bearing currents. First, the mechanism of bearing current
generation is analyzed in terms of common-mode voltages and the motor parasitic
parameters. A high frequency model for induction motors is used in the simulations.It is
shown through analysis, simulation and experiments that the bearing current problem is
inherent to the conventional switch-mode inverters, which generate common-mode
voltages at high frequency and high dv/dt. Based on the analysis in this chapter,
previously suggested mitigation techniques are evaluated in Chapter 3 usingboth
analyticalandexperimentalmethods. Novel common-mode voltageelimination
techniques are presented in Chapters 4 and 5.26
2.2.2 Common-Mode Voltages, Motor Shaft Voltages and Bearing Currents
Conventional three-phase 2-level PWM inverters consist of three legs and six
switches (Fig. 2.9). The operation of the output stage is limited to eight switching states.
That means there are eight different combinations of the output voltages being applied to
the three- phase induction motor. The common-mode voltage of the three-phase induction
motor is defined as:
1
VC OM = 3(a + Vh+V c) (2.25)
When the motor is energized by the conventional PWM inverter shown in Fig. 2.9, the
common-mode voltage is:
+, when T,,T3,T5 on
V', when two of T;,T3,T5 on
3
(2.26)
3
1V+,when one of TI,T,,T5 on
V-,when T4,T6,T2 on
Therefore, the conventional inverter generates a high frequency common-mode voltage
with high dv/dt, as shown in Fig. 2.10.
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Fig. 2.9. Conventional PWM inverter fed induction motor drive.2
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Fig. 2.10. Output voltages and common-mode voltage of a conventional PWM inverter.
Motor shaft voltage is the voltage observed between the shaft and the motor
frame, which is usually grounded for safety reasons. Instead of the motor structure
dissymetry, unbalanced excitation of the motor windings is the cause of the high
frequency shaft voltage for PWM inverter driven motors. Since the voltage applied to
each motor winding is a series of square pulses at high dv/dt and high frequency, the
parasitic capacitance between the motor winding and the rotor-shaft assembly and that
between the rotor and the frame are actually non-negligible. These parasitic capacitances
form a voltage divider between the motor winding and the frame, which enable the high
frequency voltage to be coupled to the rotor-shaft assembly. Since the motor has three
windings, the total effect of such couplings depends on the excitation of all three
windings. According to the superposition theorem, the actual shaft voltage is proportional
to the sum of the three phase-to-neutral voltages, or in other words, thecommon-mode
voltages (Eqn. (2.25-2.26)). Therefore, common-mode voltage is the fundamental reason28
for bearing currents in modern PWM inverter fed motors. It has been found that shaft
voltage can build up to more than 10 volts at its peak depending on the type of drive, the
rating and structure of the motor and the specific bearings used. It is also known that
shaft voltage of more than 3 volts peak may cause lubricant breakdown and bearing
failures.
For ordinary motor bearings, the inner race is in direct contact with the motor
shaft and the outer race is mounted onto the motor frame. Therefore, the shaft voltage
will cause currents to flow through the bearings if there is a conducting path within the
bearing assembly. People tend to take such a path for granted because both the balls and
races of conventional bearings are made of high quality steel. However, the grease inside
a bearing for lubrication has certain insulation effects especially when the motor is
running at higher speeds. This partial insulation prevents the shaft to be shorted to the
frame that is commonly grounded to the earth, thus enables the shaft voltage to build up
until it exceeds the dielectric capability of the grease. At this moment, a flashover current
at a magnitude of several hundred milliamps to several amps can occur. This lubrication
grease breakdown happens in a repeated manner, therefore, will damage the bearing
surfaces in time due to the electric discharge machining (EDM) effect, or electroplating
of the race steel and bearing balls (pitting). The deterioration will appear as fluting
(grooves) in the bearing race for motors running at relatively constant speeds, and as
frosting on the race surfaces for motors operating over a wide speed range. The first signs
of the deterioration will be noisy bearings as the bearing friction increases and liberates
wearing metal particles into the lubricant. This can lead to bearing destruction within a
few months of ASD operation and result in significant loss due to motor repair and
downtime.
2.2.3 Modeling and Simulation of Shaft Voltages and Bearing Currents
As mentioned above, the high speed switching of inverter output devices and the
parasitic capacitive couplings inside the motor are causes of the motor shaft voltages.29
Whereas shaft voltages in turn cause the breakdown of the bearing lubricant, resulting in
damaging bearing currents. It is obvious that understanding the parasitic capacitive
couplings inside an induction motor is essential to the analysis of the shaft voltage and
bearing current problem. In this section, a high frequency lumped model for PWM
inverter fed induction motors is presented and analyzed. Simulation based on this model
is done to demonstrate the mechanism of the high frequency parasitic coupling and the
resulting shaft voltages and bearing currents.
2.2.3.1 Parasitic Capacitive Couplings inside an Induction Motor
As the switching speeds of PWM inverters increase, the parasitic capacitance of
induction motor windings become significant. Fig. 2.11 illustrates the capacitive coupling
paths of induction motors. Since the stator windings of standard induction motors are
evenly distributed along the stator inner circumference and located in the stator slots, the
capacitive coupling between the winding and the motor frame is the most prominent one
due to their proximity in space. A measurement of the equivalent capacitance between the
motor winding and the motor frame using a LCR meter confirms its existence.The value
of the equivalent capacitance, C,s, is commonly several nanofarads for motors lagerthan
several horsepower. For example, the 5hp motor used for this research has apeak
equivalent capacitance of C,, = 5nF at 15kHz.
Another significant coupling exists between the stator iron and the rotor assembly.
This coupling takes effect through the parasitic capacitor Cg (Fig. 2.11),which is formed
between the stator and the rotor laminations across the air-gap. It is easy tounderstand
that the capacitance depends on the dimensions of the motor, i.e. the areaof the coupling
surface and the length of the air-gap. For the 5hp motor tested in the lab, thiscapacitance
is about 1.1nF at a broad frequency range (20Hz-1MHz). Inaddition to the air-gap
capacitance, parallel coupling paths are found within the motor bearings. Asstated in the
previous section, the grease inside the motor bearings insulates the ballsfrom the races,
the balls and races of each bearing form an equivalent capacitor Cb (Fig.2.11). It is30
obvious that the capacitance of motor bearings depends on the individual bearing
structure and the dielectric constant of the grease used. Measurement on both the inboard
and the out board bearings (with different sizes) of the 5hp motor shows their capacitance
values about 80pF and 120pF respectively.
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Fig. 2.11. Capacitive couplings within an induction motor.
A less obvious but critical coupling path is that from the stator windings to the
rotor lamination. Since most of the induction motors use openslots on their stator
laminations, there exists a capacitive coupling between each winding coil and the rotor
iron via the air and the slot fillings between them. Since the equivalent length of the airis
much longer than the air-gap, the equivalent capacitance C,r should be expected tobe
much smaller than Cg. In addition, the winding end connections can also form parasitic
capacitances with the rotor assembly at both ends of the motor enabling asimilar
coupling; however, such a coupling is also very weak. It has been pointed out in [8] that
direct measurement of C1 is difficult, this value had been estimated based onthe
dynamic response of the induced shaft voltages [8]. It has been suggested by [8] that the
value fall between 10-100pF for induction motors of 3hp to 50hp. In this dissertation, a31
simple method is proposed for the measurement of this capacitance as shown in Section
2.2.3.3.
Other parasitic couplings also exist in induction motors, such as those between
stator windings and that between the rotor winding (cage) and the stator frame. However,
these couplings do not contribute to the induction of the shaft voltages and bearing
currents, thus they are ignored in this analysis. For similar reasons, the winding
inductance is neglected in the high frequency motor model presented in the next section,
since its existence is not an important factor in the generation of the shaft voltages.
2.2.3.2 High Frequency Model of Induction Motors
Based on the analysis in Section 2.2.3.1, a lumped model showing capacitive
couplings for PWM inverter fed induction motors is pictured in Fig. 2.12. The nonlinear
internal resistance of the bearings is represented by a variable resistor Rb in parallel with
Cb. The value of this nonlinear resistance may vary in a wide range and is dependent
upon the construction and the operating condition of the motor bearings. It includes the
rotation speed, temperature, the thickness and the electric characteristic of the lubricant
film and the load on the balls and the races. Special conditions are when there is a
lubricant breakdown or the bearing balls are in solid contact with both races, and when all
the balls are insulated from the races by the grease. In these situations, the equivalent
internal resistance is close to zero and infinity respectively.
To reduce the complexity in simulation, the model in Fig. 2.12 is further
simplified as shown in Fig. 2.13, in which the effect of the nonlinear resistor is neglected.
Therefore, the variable resistance is replaced by a fixed value. In addition, the coupling
between the stator windings and the frame is omitted since it contributes mainly to the
total leakage current into the ground that has little influence on shaft voltage and bearing
current. It has also been pointed out that the internal bearing capacitance Cb is effectively
in shunt to the air-gap capacitance Cg, the total effect is the same as that with a larger air-
gap capacitance (Cg+Cb). Thus, Cb is combined into Cg for simplicity.32
a
Fig. 2.12. High frequency model of inverter fed induction motors.
Fig. 2.13. Simplified model of inverter fed induction motors.33
2.2.3.3 Simulation
The PWM inverter and ac motor drive is simulated in PSpice using the simplified
model as shown in Fig. 2.13. The parameters in the model are obtained mainly through
measurements. According to Fig. 2.12, the equivalent capacitors (C,r, Cws and Cg) form a
delta-connected network. Therefore, any direct measurement between the available nodes
(i.e. motor windings terminals, motor shaft and motor frame) will result in three new
values which are different from but dependent on Cwr, Cws and Cg. From the measured
values, theoretically, one can derive each equivalent capacitance, i.e. C, C and Cg, by
solving the delta network. However, limited accuracy of measurement may give rise to
intolerable errors in the calculated results due to the huge differences in value between
C, C,s and Cg. To obtain reasonably accurate results, an indirect method is used in the
measurement of these capacitances.
In Fig. 2.13 if we neglect all the resistances (inductances have already been
omitted), Cwr and Cg form a voltage divider circuit. By applying a voltage Vvvind between
the frame and the three windings all together, the measured voltage Vshaft between the
shaft (rotor) and the frame (stator) is thus determined by the voltage divider. Therefore,
we have the following relationship between Cwr and Cg:
Vshalt
Cg Vif Ind17tht(
(2.27)
For the same circuit, if all three windings are shorted to the frame, the capacitance
between the motor shaft and the frame, namely C, w, equals the sum of 3C,, and Cg:
Cg,, = 3C, +CK (2.28)
Solving Eqns. (2.27) and (2.28) gives the values of C,, and Cg. Table 2.1 shows the
results obtained on the 5hp induction motor used throughout this research.
A similar method is used to measure and calculate Cws and Cg. First, a voltage
signal Vshaft is applied between the rotor and the frame, while measuring the voltage
between the motor winding terminals and the frame. The measured voltage, Vwind, is
determined by the voltage divider consisting of Cr ,and C. Therefore, we have:Cwr Ywniti
CwsV V haft wind
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(2.29)
Then by shorting the shaft (rotor) to the frame, the capacitance measured between
the motor winding and the frame, Cws,rs, equals the sum of 3Cw, and 3C,s:
C,, = 3C,,,. + 3C, (2.30)
The values of Cwr and Cws are readily obtainable from Eqns. (2.29) and (2.30). Table 2.2
shows the measurement results on the same motor as mentioned above. The value of Cwr
is in very good agreement with that shown in Table 2.1.
It should be noted that the frequency of the voltage signal used in the above
measurements has certain influences on the results. This is because when a high
frequency voltage (or high dv/dt) signal is applied to the motor winding terminals, the
voltage will not be evenly distributed along the winding due to the distributed leakage
inductance and parasitic capacitance. The net effect is that the equivalent capacitance
appears to be smaller than that when a lower frequency signal is used. It is noticed that
frequencies below 50kHz result in close measurement results.
TABLE 2.1. MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF CAPACITANCE Cwr AND Cg ON A 5HP MOTOR.
Frequency
(kHz)
Vwind (V)Vshatt (V) 3Cwr /CgCg.ws (nF)Cwr (nF) Cg (nF)
20 1.964 0.082 0.044 1.103 0.015 1.058
TABLE 2.2. MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF CAPACITANCE Cwr AND Cws ON A 5HP MOTOR.
Frequency
(kHz)
v wind k, v ) v shaft k v i(V)
,r,
-"wri v-wsCws,rs (nF)Cwr (nF)Cws (nF)
20 1.943 0.027 0.014 3.320 0.015 3.27435
The actual parameters and circuit in simulation is shown in Fig. 2.14. The inverter
is controlled to generate sinusoidal PWM waveforms. The 200-ohm resistors in series
with the capacitors represent the effective resistance of the motor windings at high
frequencies. Measured values are approximately between 100 and 500 ohms for the
tested motor at frequencies from 10kHz to 1MHz. The simulated shaft voltage is
measured across C8 and R13 as shown in Fig. 2.14 and the simulation result is shown in
Fig. 2.15.
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Fig. 2.14. PSpice simulation of shaft voltages of a PWM inverter fed induction motor.
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Fig. 2.15. Motor shaft voltage from PSpice Simulation.36
2.2.4 Experimental Results of Motor Shaft Voltage and Bearing Currents
The concept of generation of high frequency bearing currents by common-mode
voltages is further verified by experiments, in which both the shaft voltages and bearing
currents are measured on a conventional PWM inverter and induction motor drive
system. Table 2.3 and 2.4 lists the specification of both the motor and the inverter.
TABLE 2.3. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR IN THE MEASUREMENT OF
BEARING CURRENTS.
PowerPhaseFrequencyVoltageCurrent RPM Frame PF
5.0 hp 3 60 Hz 460 V 6.5 A 1750 184T 82.5
TABLE 2.4. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PWM INVERTER IN THE MEASUREMENT OF BEARING
CURRENTS.
Capacity Voltage Current PhaseFrequencySwitching
Frequency
Input 5.5 kVA 460 V 8.8 A 3 50/60 Hz
Output 5.0 hp _<_ 460V 8.0 A 3 1-80 Hz <6 kHz
For the measurement of the bearing currents, the motor has been modified in the
same way as shown in [8]. Such a modification allows direct measurements onthe
bearing currents. Actually, insulation sleeves are inserted between the outer races of each
bearing and the motor frame, which means that the original paths for bearing currents are
broken. To reestablish the path as well as perform measurements on the currents of each
bearing, a separate wire is connected from the outside of the motor to both the outer
bearing race and the frame. In this way, the bearing current Ib is readily available to a37
current probe. The shaft voltage Vshaft is obtained by attaching a brush onto the shaft. The
setup of the voltage and current probes for the experiment is shown in Fig. 2.16.
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Fig. 2.16. Setup for shaft voltage and bearing current measurements.
In the experiment, the motor and inverter drive system is connected in the same
way as in normal field operations, as shown in Fig. 2.17. It is importantin field
operations that both the motor and the drive be grounded to the earth for safety reasons.
Therefore, other combinations of motor and drive setup are not considered in the
experiments. The cable connecting the motor to the inverter is a regular bundled four-
wire cable (Appendix I) with one of them as the grounding wire. The cable is kept short
to prevent the motor terminal over-voltage effects, though no significant influence onthe
shaft voltage and the bearing current is found when using long motor leads.38
3ph ac
source
PWM Induction
Inverter Motor
Fig. 2.17. Setup of the inverter and the motor for bearing current measurements.
With the setup shown in Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.17, the shaft voltage and bearing
currents are measured and plotted in Fig. 2.18-2.20. Fig. 2.18 shows the motor terminal
line-to-line voltages and the motor shaft voltage. From this figure, it is obvious that the
change of the shaft voltage is synchronous to the change of the motor line-to-line voltage,
or in other words, the motor common-mode voltage. This result confirms the concept that
the shaft voltage is induced by the common-mode voltage. In this particular case, the
peak shaft voltage is about 8V, though it can be several times higher in other systems.
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Fig. 2.18. Motor terminal line-to-line voltages and shaft voltage.39
Fig. 2.19 shows both the shaft voltage (lower) and the resulting flashover currents
through the bearing (upper). The peak current shown is about 80mA, though current
spikes larger than 200mA have been observed. In measurement of the current, the motor
is operated at normal speed. At low motor shaft speed, the internal impedance of the
bearings is relatively low therefore there will be no occurrence of flashover current
through the bearings. It has also been noticed in the experiments on the motor shown in
Table 2.3 that significant bearing currents occur only when the motor is warmed up. This
is possibly because that the grease inside cold bearings is not thin enough to allow the
dielectric breakdown, or the breakdown voltage of the grease is temperature dependent.
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Fig. 2.19. Shaft voltage (lower) and bearing current (upper, 50mA/div).
Fig. 2.20 shows the waveforms of the shaft voltage and bearing current expanded
in time. One interesting phenomenon is revealed in these experiment results. It is clearly
shown that whenever there is a bearing current spike, there occurs a shaft voltage
collapse. This is because the flashover current through the bearing is caused by the
breakdown of the lubricant inside the bearing. As mentioned previously in Section
2.2.3.2, breakdown of the lubricant results in low internal impedance of the bearing, since
the lubricant becomes a conductor instead of an insulator at this point. Therefore, the total40
impedance from the shaft to the ground is much lower resulting in a lower shaft voltage
(<3V). During the lubricant breakdown, the equivalent air-gap capacitor Cg is discharged
to the new shaft voltage. After the period of the current spike (breakdown) is over, the
lubricant resumes as a good insulator. Therefore, the shaft voltage is kept at the same
level by the equivalent capacitor Cg until the next switching transition.
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Fig. 2.20. Expended waveforms of the shaft voltage (lower) and the bearing current
(upper, 50mA/div).
2.2.5 Conclusions
It has been well acknowledged that bearing currents may cause premature bearing
failures. In the applications of PWM inverter drives the switching of the power devices,
or in other words, the way in which the inverter is controlled enables high frequency
pulse-like voltage to be applied to the induction motors. From the point of view of the
motor, the inverter supplies not only the three-phase balanced quasi-sinusoidal currents,
but also a high frequency common-mode voltage with high dv/dt. Through the
presentations in this section, it is shown that common-mode voltage is the major cause of
the bearing current problem. Common-mode voltage induces high frequency voltage on
the rotor-shaft assembly. The shaft voltage may in turn cause the lubricant to breakdown
inside the motor bearings resulting in high magnitude damaging currents to flow41
repeatedly through the bearings. Both theoretical analysis and experimental results
strongly support the above concept. Chapter 3 will discuss mitigation techniques on the
above adverse effect.
2.3 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
2.3.1 Introduction
Electrical and electronic devices, equipment and systems are potential sources of
electromagnetic interference (EMI). This same equipment can also be sensitive to EMI
generated by other devices. The effects of EMI may vary from minor noise on top of the
operational signals to critical electronic malfunctions. The incidents of EMI induced
problems have been increasing in number and complexity with the proliferation of digital
and power electronic devices. In respect to EMI problems, electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) issues have surfaced between electronic equipment and systems to ensure their
satisfactory operation. EMC is defined in [12] as the ability of a device, unit of
equipment or system to function satisfactorily in its electromagnetic environment without
introducing intolerable electromagnetic disturbances to anything in the environment.
Thus, it has two aspects, i.e. the limitation on the interference with other systems and the
ability to operate in a certain electromagnetic environment.
Electromagnetic noise is usually classified in terms of its characteristic, frequency
content and transmission mode. As has been pointed out in [13], EMI between electrical
and/or electronic systems may appear as the following phenomena:
supply voltage interruptions, dips, sags, surges and fluctuations;
transient over-voltages on supply, signal and control lines;
radio frequency fields, both pulsed and continuous, coupled directly into the
equipment or onto its connected cables;
electrostatic discharge (ESD) from a charged object or person;
low frequency magnetic or electric fields.42
These phenomena cover several forms of disturbances (noise, impulse and transient),
broad frequency bands (from subharmonics to radio frequency) and two major types of
transmission mode (radiated and conducted coupling).
The electromagnetic disturbance generated by power electronic equipment is
often characterized as short duration impulse voltages and currents superimposed on the
mains as wellas high frequency electromagnetic emission through space. The
disturbances are generated by the switching of the semiconductor switches, the
conduction and interruption of currents through diodes and thyristors of a rectifier, and
the charging and discharging of capacitors and inductors in the circuit. The frequency
spectra of the electromagnetic emission of most power electronic equipment ranges from
the mains frequency (60 Hz in the U.S.) to radio frequencies of several MHz [14]. In a
broader sense, any disturbance, regardless of its frequency content and characteristic, is
considered as EMI if it interferes with the normal operation of other electronic systems.
However, as a common practice for EMI/EMC engineers, electromagnetic disturbances
below 150kHz are considered distortion and harmonics. The reasons behind this is that
disturbances at low frequencies interfere with other equipment by different mechanisms
than those in the radio frequency range. Therefore, interferences caused by distortion and
harmonics are regarded as power quality issues instead of EMI, thus it is out of the scope
of the study of this research. It should be pointed out that it is not appropriate to draw a
hard line at a certain frequency beyond which only radio frequency interference exists
and others do not. Actually, the frequency is specified differently by various EMC
standards to facilitate EMI measurement and EMC conformance under each standard.
The International Special Committee on Radio Interference (CISPR) under the IEC
(InternationalElectrotechnical Commission) specifiesthegenericelectromagnetic
emission limits within the frequency range from 150kHz to 1GHz. Whereas, another
standard set by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) in the United States, for
example, specifies the range from 450kHz to 40GHz [15].
Disturbances beyond 150kHz are divided into frequency bands of 150kHz to
30MHz and 30MHz to 1GHz by CISPR according to their major transmission mode.43
Electromagnetic disturbances within the range of approximately 150kHz to 30MHz
spread out mainly, however not completely, through conduction, i.e. through the power
cable as well as signal lines. Thus, conducted EMI is regulated within this frequency
range only. At higher frequencies, radiation through free space becomes more effective,
therefore, radiated electromagnetic noiseis dominant beyond 30MHz. Again, the
frequency at 30MHz is just an approximate division for the above transmission modes,
but adopted by most of the standards including the FCC standard.
To enhance EMC of electronic systems, many countries have imposed regulatory
EMC standards on electrical and electronic products. Most of them are modified versions
based on the international CISPR standard. Under CISPR, several publications have been
addressing different products and their intended environment. CISPR publication 22 is
proposed for information technology equipment, which is also generally considered
appropriate for power electronic devices if no separate standards exist. An equivalent
regulation in the United States is the FCC standard Part 15 under Title 47 which sets
limits to digital devices. Here a digital device is defined by the FCC as any unintentional
radiator that generates and uses timing pulses at a rate in excess of 9000 pulses (cycles)
per second and uses digital techniques [13]. Both CISPR and FCC standards classify the
electronic products into Class A and Class B. Class A devices are those for use in
commercial, industrial or business environments. Class B devices are those for use in
residential environments. Requirements for Class B devices are more stringent than for
Class A in both standards due to the increased difficulties in correcting the interference in
a residential environment.
In the United States, there are no separate EMC regulations for power electronic
devices and equipment; however, most of these devices are covered by the EMC
regulations according to the FCC definition of digital devices. Therefore, the study of the
EMI phenomena of power electronic equipment are currently subject to the guideline
imposed by the established regulations for digital devices [16, 17].44
As mentioned previously, PWM inverters have been widely employed in
industrial automation for more than 20 years due to the increased efficiency and ease in
control. The aspiration for higher efficiency, smaller size and lower cost has been
continuously driving new technologies to be developed. One major trend of improvement
in the performance of high power solid-state devices is the increasingly shortened
switching time (1 Ons-10Ons for IGBTs) which reduces the switching loss and thus the
power dissipation of the devices. However, the fast switching of power deviceshas
increased the dv/dt significantly (for example, 6000V/0 for 460V PWM inverters at a
100ns rise time). High dv/dt, which is applied to the inverter-cable-motor system,
generates transient current pulses in both common-mode and differential-mode through
the distributed parasitic capacitance and inductance. The currents not only flow through
the cable connected to the mains causing direct pollution to the power supply network,
but also flow through the motor lead cable enabling radiation of electromagnetic noise.
Therefore, dv/dt has been found the major cause of EMI from PWM inverters [16, 17].
The radiated emission from the drive itself also exists, however, the intensity is usually
much smaller than that from the motor-cable assembly due to the commonly grounded
metal enclosure.
Corresponding to the EMC definition mentioned above, EMI problems that are
associated with each electrical/electronic device have two respects: the emission and the
susceptibility. Both are regulated by various EMI/EMC standards.Susceptibility
problems of a PWM inverter are related to the immunity of its low power subsystems
(e.g. digital control unit, sensors and electronic components etc.) to the interference noise
from outside of the drive as well as from the power circuits of the same inverter.
However, it is conceivable that the interference from its high power main circuit is more
intensive than those from outside of the equipment, since the control board and high
power switches are regularly located at closedistances within the same enclosure. The
immunity problem becomes more an intra-system situation than an intersystem one.
Therefore, the study of the immunity characteristic of PWM inverters is out of the scope
of the research interests of this dissertation.45
2.3.2 EMI Noise Coupling Mechanisms
Electromagnetic noise is coupled from one electronic device to another through
various paths between the two. Because of the variations in the functions, structure,
topology, application and setup of the equipment, the coupling paths could be difficult to
locate and characterize. Solving EMI problems or meeting EMC standards requires
detailed analysis and onsite tests on the specific system, which are based on the
understanding of the mechanisms behind the EMI phenomena and experience in dealing
with problems in reality. Fortunately, the coupling mechanisms are usually similar from
one situation to another. Therefore, itis beneficial and important to understand the
mechanisms when solving EMI/EMC problems.
Fundamentally, radio frequency electromagnetic noise is transmitted by radiation
through free space and conduction through cables. It should be pointed out that noise
currents through cables generate conducted EMI as well as radiated EMI, thus limiting
conducted EMI results in the reduction in the radiated EMI as well. In EMC standards
derived from CISPR, electromagnetic emissions are divided into radiated emission from
the system as a whole and conducted emission into the cables of the power mains as an
interface [13]. However, other cables connecting different systems will also cause
radiation and conductive emission from one to the other, thus should be considered as
well in EMI analysis.
2.3.2.1 EMI Coupling Modes
A paralleled conductor pair is a special and important case of EMI source,
because it can model not only the conducted noise through the cable connecting the
equipment to the power mains and to another piece of equipment, but also the radiated
EMI from those cables. Current flowing through the conductor pair may be the noise
currents injected into the power mains by the equipment via the power cord or those
flowing through the cables for signals. In either case, these currents can be viewed as46
consisting of two parts,i.e.the common-mode component and differential-mode
component. For ease of the explanation of the EMI mechanism, only the noise current
through the power cable is discussed here. Other situations can be similarly handled.
Differential-mode current is created by the line-to-line noise voltages and is
determined by both the voltages and the equivalent line-to-line impedance. The common-
mode current is the result of the common-mode voltage of the source and the equivalent
line-to-ground impedance of both the source and the power mains. The common-mode
voltage is a "conceived" quantity that is defined as the average of all three line-to-ground
voltages. As shown later in this section, the paths of the common-mode and differential-
mode noise currents are different.
Fig. 2.21 shows a typical two-line system with the conducted noise identified, in
which a conventional electronic device is connected to the power mains as the source of
emission. The actual currents through the line and neutral are denoted as II and 12. The
internal impedance of the source and the mains for differential-mode noise currents are
Zdml and Zdm2 respectively; the equivalent impedance from the source and the power
mains to the ground for common-mode noises are Zcmi and Zcm2. The common-mode and
differential-mode voltages and currents are defined as follows:
Uthn =UiU2 (2.31)
1 U, =
2
(U, + U2) (2.32)
/, =
2
1
(/,/2) (2.33)
/,, = /1 + /2 (2.34)
where U1 and U2 are line-to-ground noise voltages generated by the source. It is shown in
Fig. 2.21 that the differential-mode current flows only between the lines, but in opposite
directions. However, the common-mode current finds its way through the internal
impedance Zcm 1 and Zem2, which usually represent parasitic capacitance between the main
circuits and the grounded parts. According to Fig. 2.21, the differential-mode and
common-mode currents are:cm
Zcml
Idm=Zdml+ Zdm2
LIdm
Icm =
ZcmlZcm2+ (Z Z d12) I 4
CM
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Fig. 2.21. Conducted EMI of a two-line system.
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Similarly, for a three-line system shown in Fig. 2.22 which is commonly the case
for PWM inverter and induction motor drive systems, the common-mode and differential-
mode voltages and currents are defined as follows:
U ,=
1(Ua + Ub U) (2.37)
1
Udma UaUon =
3(2U
a
Ub c) (2.38)
Udm,=UbUou=1(2UbUa LI() (2.39)
3
Uth, =U(U =1(2U.UUb) (2.40)
c a
where Ua,Uband 11c are line-to-ground noise voltages of the source.Ucin
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Fig. 2.22. Conducted EMI of a three-line system.
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The common-mode current is defined as the current flowing from the main
circuits to the ground, therefore according to Fig. 2.22, it is calculated as follows:
/un = /a +Ih +Ic. = Ucm (2.41)
Z,,, + Z. + Zah
where Zuni and Zcm2 are equivalent internal impedances of the emission source and the
power mains from the main circuits to the ground, Zab is the equivalentimpedance
between nodes a and b which equals to (Zal +Za2) / /(Zbl +Zb2) / /(Zcl +Zc2). Here the symbol
// is the operator to compute the total impedance for parallel connected networks.
Considering the fact that node a and node b are at the same potential when Ucm=0
and then using the superposition theory, the differential-mode currents are easily
calculated:
Udnia
Idma
ZalZ
cz2
Udnth IdmbZZh2
(2.42)
(2.43)Idmc=Zcl+ Zc2
Udmc
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(2.44)
According to Eqns (2.35-2.36) and (2.42-2.44),itcan be concluded that
conducted noise can be reduced by several means. First, increasing the loop impedance
will result in a decrease in noise currents. This method is commonly adopted in EMI
mitigation and implemented using filter techniques. Second, reducing the noise voltage
can decrease the noise current proportionally. This concept is approved to be successful
on a dual-bridge inverter presented in Chapter 4 that eliminates the common-mode
voltages.
2.3.2.2 Conducted EMI
The direct cause for conducted EMI is actually not the noise currents injected
from an EMI source to the power mains. Instead, it is the noise current conducted into the
main circuitry of the victimized equipment via the power mains. The current is
proportional to the noise voltage at its input. As dictated by Ohm's law, the internal
impedance of the source, the victim and the power mains have direct impacts on the total
noise current.Other than the power mains, interconnection cables and common
impedance to the ground of two units of equipment are also possible coupling paths,
however, more detailed discussions are available in [14-15].
Fig. 2.23 shows the coupling of noises from one equipment unit to another
through the common power mains. Here the common impedance to the ground (earth) is
denoted as Zcmg. The common-mode and the differential-mode currents flowing into the
victimized equipment, i.e. Idmv and Icmv, are determined by the noise voltages Udmv and
Ucmv. Neglecting the line impedance, the differential-mode and common-mode voltages
of the victim, Udmv and Uemv, are given as follows:
ZdnrnII Zdnip
Udmv
ZdZ Z mv clniv dmp
(2.45)Therefore we have:
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From Eqns (2.45-2.48), we can conclude that the conducted noise currents and the
resulting conducted and radiated EMI can be reduced by the following methods:
Increasing the source impedances Z. and Zdms will reduce the total noise
current, therefore reduce both the conducted and the radiated EMI;
Reducing the source voltages U. and Udms will reduce the common-mode
and differential mode noise currents respectively;
Reducing the impedances of the power mains (Zcmp and Zdmp) will result in the
decrease of Icmv and Idmv and thus the conducted EMI, however, it will result in
the increase in 'cm, and Idms at the same time, and thus the radiated EMI from
the source;
Bypassing the noise current flowing out of the source as well as that into the
victim can reduce the conducted EMI. This can be achieved by putting low
impedance networks (capacitive) to the output terminals of the source and the
input terminals of the victim;
Decreasing the common ground impedance Zcmg reduces the common-mode
coupling between the source and the victim.source
equipment
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equipment dam
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2.3.2.3 Radiated EMI
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Fig. 2.23. Conducted noise coupling.
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In most electronic equipment, the radiated emissions are primarily generated by
high frequency currents flowing in a loop. The emission could be from printed circuit
boards (PCBs), signal cables and/or the power cords connecting the equipment to the
power mains. The PCB circuits or cables act as antennas toradiated electromagnetic
waves that propagate into the surrounding space. The waves canbe picked up by another
circuit of nearby equipment causing noise signals (both voltage and current) to appear in
that circuit. To be more accurate, electromagnetic fields induce voltages in the nearby
circuit including cables and PCBs, which act as receiving antennas, causing currents to
flow in the looped circuits. When the noise signals are as strong as the functional signals,
the functional signals could be corrupted by the noise signal. Therefore, as part of the
equipment, the circuit will not function properly.
Fig. 2.24 shows the coupling paths between two equipment units, the source and
the victim. Radiation from the PCB of the source can be modeled as from small loop52
antennas. Most of such PCB loops have dimensions smaller than the quarter wavelength
of noise up to a few hundred MHz. At higher frequencies, the phases of the current at
different points of the loop are shifted from each other so that their contribution to the
field strength at a given point tends to cancel. Therefore, at very high frequencies, the
PCB loops radiate noise less efficiently. Since many electronic devices powered by the
mains have a grounded metal case for both safety reasons and EMC consideration,
significant parts of the radiated noise are shielded from leaking out into the space.
However, if the case of the equipment is not grounded, then it will become a secondary
source of radiation.
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Fig. 2.24. Radiated noise coupling.
When an equipment unit has interfaces with other equipment or an outside part of
the same system, cables are commonly used as connections (as shown in Fig. 2.24).
Whether or not the cable has a grounded shield, it may carry noise current to cause
radiation. When the cable is not shielded, both common-mode current and differential-
mode current generate emissions. A cable shield is often used to prevent radiation from
interfering with the signals carried by the conductors of the cable, as well as to prevent
radiation from leaking out. If the cable is used as an inter-system connection, its shield
should not be grounded at both systems. Otherwise, the shield may contain large
common-mode noise current from one system to the other inducing increased emission.
A shield can significantly reduce the radiated EMI if it is properly grounded at one end,53
though noise currents will still flow through the shield due to parasitic parameters
between the shield and the conductors. Cable connecting the equipment to the power
mains also radiates noise signals due to the common-mode and differential-mode noise
currents.
2.3.3 EMI Generated by PWM Inverter and Induction Motor Drives
The high speed switching of the power devices of a power inverter causes a high
rate of change of both voltage (dv/dt) and current (di/dt) in the inverter-cable-motor
system. Both dv/dt and di/dt may cause conducted and radiated noise.
2.3.3.1 Conducted EMI (revisited)
As the switching rise time approaches several tens of nanoseconds, the dv/dt
appearing at the inverter output terminals, motor terminals and the motor leads may
exceed 6000V /µs for low voltage (230/460V) PWM inverter drives. Since the parasitic
capacitance exists between the power module and the grounded chassis of the inverter,
between the motor cable and the earth ground or the ground conduit and between the
motor windings and the motor frame, the high dv/dt causes high frequency currents to
flow within the inverter-cable-motor system. These currents eventually flow into the
ground and power mains causing conducted EMI.
Fig. 2.25 shows the noise currents of a PWM inverter ASD system, in which the
currents have been divided into common-mode and differential-mode components. Since
the inductance of the motor windings provides a very large impedance in the frequency
range of the conducted EMI (150kHz-30MHz),the noise currents flow through
alternative low impedance paths, i.e. the stray capacitance between the motor windings
and the frame. The common-mode noise current flows in all three phases in the same
direction and the same magnitude. It can be viewed as a result of the common-mode dv/dt54
generated by the unbalanced switching of the three-phase power inverter. Actually, the
dv/dts across each phase and the ground cause charging currents to flow into the ground
through the stray capacitance between the phase windings and the frame and between the
cable conductors and the ground or a grounded shield. The currents flow along a path
back to the input terminals of the converter through the power mains. The total current
that flows into the ground, i.e. the common-mode current, is equivalent to that when the
common-mode voltage is applied to all three phases.
The differential-mode noise currents are those flowing from one phase to another
through the stray capacitance formed between the motor lead conductors and between the
motor windings and the frame. They are caused by the dv/dt between phases. The
differential-mode current is completed by the dc bus capacitors as well as the internal
impedance of the ac power mains. Since the dc bus capacitors usually consist of several
high quality (low internal inductance and resistance) capacitors, most of the high
frequency noise current flows through the capacitors instead of the power mains.
Therefore, the differential-mode noise current injected into the power mains network is
insignificant compared with the common-mode current.
Another cause of the conducted EMI is ac current with high di/dt generated
directly by the switching of the power devices. The magnitude of di/dt depends on the
actual load condition as well as the switching time of the power devices. However, the
effect of the di/dt is less significant compared with that of the dv/dt. The reason is that the
current with high di/dt appears only in differential mode. To prevent high voltagespikes
to appear across the dc bus, the same high quality capacitors with low ESR(equivalent
series resistor) as mentioned above are connected across the dc bus and located closely to
the power module. These capacitors are able to provide high frequency currents with high
di/dt during the switching. In some drives, an inductor is connected in series with the dc
bus which prevents high frequency currents to flow beyond the dc bus. Therefore, the
high di/dt is localized within a small loop, i.e. the inverter power module and the dc bus
capacitor. It is actually isolated from the rest of the drive without much contribution to
the conducted EMI.3-phase
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Fig. 2.25. Conducted noises of a PWM inverter ASD system.
2.3.3.2 Radiated EMI (revisited)
Most of the radiated EMI is generated by the high frequency noise currents
flowing in various loops. The larger the area of the loop, the more effective the radiation
from the same current at low frequencies. The most significant radiation sources of a
PWM drive are the noise currents flowing through the power cable and the cable
connecting the motor to the inverter. Both the power cable and the motor lead act as
antennae, causing significant radiation.
As mentioned in the last section, the differential-mode conducted EMI is
insignificant compared to the common-mode conducted EMI, therefore, the radiation
from the power cable is mainly generated by the common-mode noise currents. On the
other hand, the radiation from the motor lead cable is generated from both the common-
mode and differential-mode currents. Although the differential-mode current through the
motor lead cable may be larger in magnitude than the common-mode current, its radiation
is usually less significant. The reason is that the cable conductors are commonly bundled
or shielded, thus the electromagnetic field generated bydifferential-mode currents is
small due to the small area enclosed by the current loop. However, the common-mode56
current flows through a large loop formed by the motor lead, ground conductor and the
inverter power cable, and thus its contribution to the radiated EMI is usually dominant.
Other currents, which may radiate noise, include those of the control circuits and
that between the power module and the dc bus capacitors. The spectrum of the noise from
the control circuits may be much broader than that from the main circuit of a PWM
inverter, due to the high frequency clocks for the digital circuit (range from several tens
of MHz up to hundreds of MHz). On the other hand, the current within the power module
has a very high di/dt (up to 2000A/pis for a 20hp/460V drive). However, due to the
reasons that the current loop areas are much smaller compared with that of the motor lead
cable and that the radiation is shielded by the grounded inverter case, the effect of such
radiation is less significant. Thus, it will not be discussed further.
Since the frequency spectrum of the noise current within PWM inverter drive
systems covers the low end of the radio frequency band, the frequency content of the
radiated noise is mostly below the range specified by both FCC and CISPR. Although the
induced field is mainly magnetic field at such low frequencies, the radiation may still
cause interference at a close distance. Therefore, it is addressed in this dissertation as
well.
Another source of the radiated EMI is the high dv/dt applied on the switched
circuits, i.e. the power module, the motor lead cable and the motor windings, which
generates electromagnetic radiation directly. Spectrum analysis on the typical PWM
waveform reveals that the high frequency bounds of the waveform are directly dependent
on the rise and fall time [15]. In other words, under certain dc busvoltage, higher dv/dt
results in a broader frequency spectrum of the PWM waveform. IGBTs commonly used
in low voltage (230/460V) inverters have a typical rise time of 100ns, thus the possible
dv/dt could reach 6000V /µs on a 460V ac supply (620V dc bus voltage). The resulting
frequency spectrum is limited to a band from the switching frequency up to several MHz.
Within this frequency band, the radiation directly from the dv/dt is not as effective as that
from the noise current generated by the dv/dt. Therefore, the radiation generated directly57
by dv/dt is of secondary importance compared with that generated by the noise currents.
In general, based on the above discussion, the major source of radiation from a PWM
inverter drive is from the cable connecting the motor to the inverter.
2.3.4 EMI Measurement and Experimental Results
In most of the cases, the purpose of the EMI measurement on a product is to
verify its compliance with the EMC standard governing the radio frequency emissions.
All standards impose limits on electromagnetic emissions have related standards on EMI
measurements. In these standards, the test procedures, test equipment, bandwidth etc. are
clearly specified. Observing the standards in EMI measurements is important because
measurement carried out at one test site should be comparable or repeatable at another
test site. In this way, the governing agency as well as the product manufacturer can reach
an agreement that the product complies with the limit set by the standard.
Nevertheless, EMI measurements may serve other purposes as in the case of this
dissertation. Here, the purpose of doing EMI measurements on PWM inverters is to
verify the effectiveness of various mitigation techniquesin reducing the EMI.
Comparison between the results from different mitigation techniques or inverter
topologies and that of the conventional inverter will be sufficient to serve the purpose.
Therefore, it is not as mandatory to observe the test standards as in the first case, though
standard test methods are used whenever it is appropriate and possible.
The measurements on the electromagnetic emissions are divided into two
different parts, i.e. conducted EMI and radiated EMI, due to the obvious reason that they
are separately addressed in all the standards. According tothe FCC (and CISPR)
standards on EMI measurement, conducted EMI should be measured using a line
impedance stabilization network (LISN) at a frequency range of 450kHz to 30MHz
(150kHz to 30MHz for CISPR standard). The LISN, as shown in Fig. 2.26 for three-
phase equipment, is to provide a constant impedance from the power mains to the58
equipment under test (EUT) and prevent the conducted emissions on the mains network
from contaminating the test results. The LISN is used for all the conducted EMI
measurements in this research.
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Fig. 2.26. Schematic diagram of the line impedance stabilization network (LISN).
The radiated EMI measurements should be conducted in an open-field test site
using a tuned dipole antenna or a broadband antenna. The frequency range is above
30MHz in FCC standards (30MHz to 1GHz in CISPR standards). However, in this
research the measurement on radiated EMI is modified due to the specific characteristic
of the radiated EMI generated by PWM inverters. As discussed previously, the upper
limit of the frequency content of radiated EMI is only several MHz for IGBT PWM
inverters, it is therefore inappropriate to carry on the FCC or CISPR standards which are
intended for much higher frequency (beyond 30MHz). As frequency goes down, the
wavelength (2) of the field increases. For example, a wave at 10MHz has a wavelength ?
of about 100ft. Beyond this distance, the interference is weak due to the fact that the59
strength of the field decreases with distance. Therefore, most of the interference caused
by the low frequency radiation is within the near field region. Here the near field region
is defined as within the distance of k/27c from the source. At low frequency range below
30MHz, a loop antenna is often used to measure the radiated EMI. The loop antenna is a
coil of wire that measures the magnetic field and produces a voltage at its terminals
proportional to the frequency. Since the magnetic field is less easily perturbed by
surrounding objects than the electric field, measurements using a loop antenna gives good
repeatability in the near-field region.
Fig. 2.27 shows the setup for the measurement of the conducted EMI of a PWM
inverter and induction motor drive. The LISN is connected between the inverter and the
three phase power mains. According to Fig. 2.26 and 2.27, the conducted noise currents
flow through the 5052 dummy resistors or the internal resistor of the spectrum analyzer
producing a noise voltage at the input terminals of the inverter with respect to the ground.
Therefore, the conducted emission is converted into a noise voltage. It is noted that both
common-mode and differential-mode currents flow through the same resistors, thus the
measured noise voltage is the total conducted EMI envisioned by each phase.
3 phase source
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Fig. 2.27. Setup for the measurements of conducted EMI.
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Fig. 2.28 shows the test result on a 230V, 5kVA drive system. The switching
frequency of the inverter is 12kHz. The motor is operated at a fundamental frequency of
60Hz. Significant emission is observed in the frequency range of 50kHz to 1.25MHz. The
peak is located at 120kHz to 150kHz. Since an oscilloscope instead of a spectrum
analyzer is used in the measurement, the frequency range is limited to 1.25MHz to
achieve a good resolution. However, the result has turned into an effective basis for
further testing and evaluation of the mitigation techniques and new inverter topologies.
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Fig. 2.28. Conducted EMI without taking mitigation measures.
The setup for the measurement of the radiated EMI is shown in Fig. 2.29. The
radiated EMI of the same PWM inverter drive was measured using a square loop antenna
(1ft.x 1 ft.) and a high bandwidth amplifier (500Hz-5MHz at an amplification ratio of
100). The source of radiation is chosen to be the cable connecting the motor to the PWM
inverter. This is because other sources, i.e. the motor and the inverters, contribute
significantly less radiated emission, due to their grounded enclosures to simulate the
actual field application. The Cable in the testis mounted onto a wooden frame61
(2.25ft.x3.0ft.) which is displaced 4 feet from the antenna. The basis for this setup was
the German Standard VDE 0871 Class A and Ref. [18].
To achieve the maximum radiation and to simulate a typical configuration in
common practice, the phase conductors are bundled together and they form a loop around
the frame with the ground conductor. Other configurations are tested also but they are
presented together with other mitigation techniques in Chapter 3.
Fig. 2.30 shows the radiated EMI measured on the same system using the loop
antenna. The frequency range starts from dc to 5MHz. Itis obvious from the
experimental result that the peak values of the radiation appears at the frequencies of
1.5MHz and its multiples. These frequencies are related to the rise-time and/or fall-time
of the switching of the power devices, i.e. the IGBTs. In other words, the radiated EMI
signature is dv/dt dependent. Again, the result serves as the basis for the evaluation of
different mitigation techniques for radiated EMI and configurations of the motor lead
cables which are shown in Chapter 3.
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Fig. 2.29. Setup for measurement of radiated EMI.62
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2.3.5 Conclusions
Conventional PWM inverter and induction motor drive systems generate both
conducted and radiated electromagnetic noise that may interfere with nearby electronic
devices and control systems or those connected to the same power mains. Such
interference may cause the degraded operation or malfunction of those systems. It has
been shown that conductive noise contributes to both the conducted EMI via the common
power mains and radiation via free space. Whereas in the caseof PWM ASD systems,
common-mode noise current is the predominate component of the total conducted EMI.
Therefore, the common-mode voltage generated by conventional PWM inverters has
played an important role in conducted EMI generation. As will be shown later in Chapter
4 that elimination or substantial reduction of the common-mode voltage using a novel
dual-bridge inverter topology can reduce the total conducted EMI significantly.
Radiated EMI is generated mostly by high frequency currents, which is the result
of the dv/dt during the switching of the power semiconductors (IGBTs) of the inverter.63
Therefore, reduction in conducted EMI will also help to reduce the radiated EMI within
the corresponding frequency range. For a conventional PWM inverter in a normal setup,
the main source of radiation is the cable connecting the motor to the inverter. Both
common-mode and differential-mode currents exist in the cable. However, common-
mode current produces dominant emission due to the larger area enclosed by the current
loop.
Both differential-mode and common-mode currentsarefunctions of the
equivalent impedance of the current loops. Modifications to the impedances may change
the characteristics of both conducted and radiated emission. As will be demonstrated in
thenextchapter,artificiallyinsertedinductance,i.e.common-mode choke and
transformers, can increase the equivalent loop impedance at high frequencies while
keeping the differential-mode impedance minimum in the operational frequency range.
Therefore, the noise currents as well as the resulting EMI are reduced.64
CHAPTER 3
AN EVALUATION OF MITIGATION TECHNIQUES
In chapter 2, the commonly concerned ASD application issues have been analyzed
in detail. This chapter presents an evaluation and comparison of various suggested
mitigation techniques for these adverse effects.Since a high percentage of ASD
controlled process disruptions are due to motor winding and bearing failures and EMI, it
is increasingly important to find feasible and effective solutions. Thus far, a variety of
mitigation techniques have emerged to address bearing current [8, 9, 19-22], EMI [16-18,
23-24] and motor terminal over-voltages [4-6, 25-29]. However, oftentimes, industrial
users searching for an immediate solution face difficulties determining the appropriate
mitigation techniques. Therefore, an evaluation of the mitigation techniques becomes a
useful reference for both end users of ASD drives and researchers who seek to solve the
problems.
3.1 Mitigation Techniques for Motor Terminal Over-voltages
In many new and retrofit industrial applications the PWM inverter and motor must
be at separate locations, thus requiring long motor leads. The long cable employed
between the inverter and the motor contributes to a damped high frequency ringing at the
motor terminals resulting in excessive over-voltages, which stress the motor insulation.
As shown in Table 3.1, the motor characteristic impedance, which is dominated by the
winding inductance for small motors, presents an effective open circuit to the wave front
of the incidental voltage wave at the end of the cable [26]. Since the characteristic
impedance of bundled cables is usually 80-150 Ohms [6], the load reflection coefficient,
FL, at motor terminals is typically 0.8-0.9 for motors less than 25 hp. This produces a
reflected voltage at the end of the cable approximately equal in magnitude and with the
same polarity, resulting in almost twice the magnitude of the incidentvoltage at the motor65
terminals. The peak motor terminal voltage depends on several parameters including: the
cable length, the load reflection coefficient, the inverter output pulse rise time, the pulse
velocity which is typically half the speed of light (150 mills), the modulation strategy, the
carrier frequency and the modulation index [4-6, 25-29]. It has been observed that the
amplitude of the motor terminal over-voltage can exceed 2-3 times the dc bus voltage due
to insufficient dwell time and polarity reversals [6]. In general, the longer the cable length
and the higher the dv/dt (or faster the rise time) the higher the over-voltage. NEMA
Standard MG1, Part 31 specifies that stator winding insulation systems for definite
purpose inverter-fed motors with base rating voltages of600V should be designed to
operate for Vpeak1600V with rise times0.1us. However, motor manufacturers report
that voltages1000V can exceed the dielectric withstand capability of standard field
motors resulting in failures [30].
The suggested mitigation techniques for over-voltage phenomena include motor
terminal filters, inverter output filters, series reactors and a new magnet wire [4-6, 25-29].
The test results are obtained on a 5kVA/460V IGBT drive and a 5hp induction motor
with a 100ft, 14 AWG cable as the long motor lead.
Table 3.1. CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE VS. MOTOR RATINGS
Motor Rating
(hp)
Characteristic
Impedance (Ohms)
25 1500
50 750
100 375
200 188
400 9466
The motor terminal filter is connected in shunt at the motor terminals, as shown in
Fig. 3.1 (a), and is designed to match the motor characteristic impedance with that of the
cable [5]. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2 (a), the motor terminal filter successfully eliminates
the over-voltage. For cable lengths of 500ft or less, the design for a given cable type is
independent of cable length and the losses are nearly fixed for a given inverter-cable-
motor system with varying load (Table 3.1). The filter is an additional attachment to the
motor terminals, which may not be feasible in some manufacturing settings, including
submersible type pump applications. Note that the motor terminal filter has no significant
effect on the shaft voltage discussed in the previous section, and provides only a minor
reduction in the radiated EMI discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 3.1. (a) Motor terminal filter and (b) Inverter output filter.
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The inverter output filter is connected directly to the inverter output terminals and
is designed to reduce the dv/dt below a critical value, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (b) [4].Fig.
3.2 (b) shows the effectiveness of this filter. The design is dependent on the cable length,
and the losses are dependent on the motor-drive system kVA (Table 3.2). Note that the67
inverter output filter has no significant effect on the shaft voltage, and provides a minor
reduction in the conducted and radiated EMI discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 3.2 (a). Voltage waveforms of a 5 hp/460V motor drive. [1] Leading edge at inverter
output terminal; [2] at motor terminal without filter; [3] at motor terminal with motor
terminal filter (250V/div).
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Table 3.2. LONG LEAD FILTER SCHEMES FOR UP TO 100FT OF THHN 14 AWG CABLE,
WHERE Zoc = 190Q, Fs = 2KHZ.
Filter
Components
Inverter
Output
L-R-C
Motor
Terminal
R-C
Series
Reactor
L
R 190Q 65Q
C 0.075g 0.075[11'
L 0.2mH --- 5mH
3ph. Losses
460V, 5hp 90W 78W 10W
The series reactor acts as a current limiting device and filters the PWM waveform,
reducing the dv/dt and attenuating electrical noise. Note the near sinusoidal nature of the
results with the series reactor in Fig. 3.3. Typically, a 5% reactance is used (which can be
bulky), and this can affect the transient performance of the drive and reduce the motor
fundamental voltage. Note that the series reactor has no significant effect on the shaft
voltage, and provides a minor reduction in the conducted and radiated EMI discussed in
the next section.
A new magnet wire insulation has been developed with an improved film wire
coating that has been tested against standard insulation with an accelerated magnet wire
life test using twisted pairs at 20kHz, 1500V peak with 0.05 is rise time and 50% duty
cycle[29]. This added protection is achieved without significantly increasing the
insulation thickness./-7,Pstopped
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Fig. 3.3 (a). Voltage waveforms of a 5 hp/460V motor drive. [1] leading edge at inverter
output; [2] at motor terminal without filter; [3] at motor terminal with series reactor.
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Fig. 3.3 (b). Expanded motor terminal voltage waveform of a 5 hp/460V motordrive with
series reactor (250V/div).70
3.2 Mitigation Techniques for Motor BearingCurrents
The phenomena and causes of the motor shaftvoltage and the resulting bearing
currents have been analyzed in detail inthe previous chapter. It is has been shown that the
common-mode voltage, which is imposed on motor windingsby PWM inverters, is
responsible for the bearing current problem.Common-mode voltage causes high
frequency non-circulating type currents to flow through motorbearings, as shown in Fig.
3.4, resulting in premature bearing failures.The expanded shaft voltage and bearing
current waveform is shown in Fig. 3.5.Previously suggested mitigation techniques for
bearing currents include a shaft grounding system[11], insulated bearings and journals,
ceramic bearings, conducting grease and a Faradayshield [19].
<-
Fig. 3.4. Motor showing high frequencynon-circulating type currents through bearings.
The shaft grounding brush provides a lowimpedance parallel path from the motor
shaft to the frame, which successfullyeliminates the shaft voltage and therefore the
bearing current as shown in Fig. 3.6. Thegrounding brush can be custom fit to virtually
any motor shaft, and isself-contained for use in clean room environments[11]. The brush
does require maintenance/replacement every2-3 years, but can be a reliable means of71
protecting the motor bearings from damaging bearing currents. Note that the motor frame
ground integrity should be maintained for proper operation of the grounding brush.
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Fig. 3.5. Bearing current (50mA/div) and shaft voltage (10V/div) of a 5hp/460V motor
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Fig. 3.6. Line-to-line input voltages of a 5hp/460V motor (Ch. 1-3, 500V/div)and the
shaft voltage (Ch. 4, 4V/div) (negligible) with shaft grounding system.72
Insulating the journal on the outboard bearing (i.e. with aluminum oxide) breaks
the path for the conventional circulating type bearing currents which is created by the
asymmetry of the motor. Whereas insulating both journals or both bearings (i.e. with a
resin coating) can prevent the non-circulating bearing currents to flow through them even
though the shaft voltage remains. However, this method may not be acceptable for some
applications since the shaft voltage still exists and will attempt to find a path to ground
elsewhere, often through the bearings of the load or a tachometer. In addition, the
insulator has to have enough thickness to reduce the capacitance formed around it and it
may become compromised by contaminants. The user can requestthe journals or bearings
be insulated during the manufacturing process, but the cost typically precludes this
application for motors smaller than 200hp.
The ceramic bearing is a combination of non-magnetic and electrically insulative
ceramic balls and bearing-quality steel rings. Therefore, the shaft voltage will exist, but
the path to ground through the bearing is eliminated as shown in Fig. 3.7. Here again, the
shaft voltage may find another destructive path to ground. Motors ordered with ceramic
bearings will be expensive with long lead times.
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Fig. 3.7. Bearing current (negligible) (200mA/div) and shaft voltage (4V/div)for a
5hp/460V motor with ceramic bearings.73
Conducting grease would provide a lower impedancepath through the bearing
lubricant preventing excessive voltage buildup on the rotorshaft and therefore preventing
high flashover currents. Unfortunately, greasewith enough metallic elements to provide
conduction, without causing wearing bearing damageitself is yet to be found.
The Faraday shield blocks electrostatic coupling of the statorand rotor. Inserting a
Faraday shield into the air gap must be accomplishedwithout short circuiting the stator
laminations or bridging the air gap. Suggested methodsinclude using copper foil tape,
copper foil tape on slot stick covers,and copper paint applied to the stator length [19].
Tests performed by the authors of [19] have shownthat shaft voltages have been reduced
by 98% through the use of a Faraday shield.Presently, motors with Faraday shields are
not commercially available, however,they might be available in the near future.
Soft-switching technologies are known to be able toprovide lower stress on the
power switches and reducethe dv/dt significantly. Therefore, soft-switchinginverters are
sometimes considered to have fewer problemscompared to hard-switching inverters.
However, investigations of shaft voltages andbearing currents of induction motors driven
by soft-switching inverters showed thatsoft-switching technology is not effective in
reducing the shaft voltages and bearing currents[43].
In this research, the dual-bridge inverter(DBI) is proposed and designed to
provide balanced excitation of the induction motorwithout common-mode voltages.
Therefore, it does not generate motor shaftvoltages and bearing currents. Detailed
analysis and experimental results as well asits effects on conducted EMI will be
presented in Chapter 4.74
3.3 Mitigation Techniques for Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
Another important issue concerns the conducted and radiated EMI generated by
PWM ASDs. The high IGBT switching speed causes oscillatory currents with a frequency
range of 100kHz to several MHz that can create a magneticfield and radiate wide band
EMI which can interfere with control circuits and other electronic equipment. Further, the
high dv/dt can couple through the capacitance between the motor winding and motor
frame, causing high frequency currents to flow in the return ground conductors which can
cause tripping of ground current relays installedfor protection.
Traditionally, ac power line filters and metallic conduits have been used to
suppress EMI emissions. More recently,alternative mitigation techniques have been
suggested to reduce EMI and common-mode voltages such as common-mode inductors
and transformers and the addition of line or grounding capacitors. Each ofthese EMI
reduction techniques are investigated here. Note that the common-mode EMI filters had
no significant effect on the shaft voltage andthe motor under test is not loaded.
3.3.1 Conducted EMI
For conducted EMI measurements, a LISN (as shown in Fig. 2.26) has tobe used
to eliminate the effects of the line impedance on the testresults. In other words, all
measurements have to be conducted under the same line impedancethat is determined by
the LISN. The LISN is connected between the power source and thePWM inverter, as
shown in Fig. 2.27, or between the power source and the filtersused for reducing the
noise currents.
Fig. 3.8 shows the conducted EMI measured from a 5kVAASD system switching
at 12kHz. Note that no significant difference wasobserved when using either short (10ft)
or long (100 ft.) cables, when usingmetallic conduit, or whether or not the ground75
conductor is bundled with the phase conductors. Therefore, a 10ft motorlead is used in
all the tests for conducted EMI. In addition, the drive used in the test has amanufacturer
installed dc link inductor, which is used to reduce the current harmonicsinjected back to
the ac power grid. This inductor together with the dc bus snubber capacitoralso helps to
reduce the differential-mode conducted EMI.
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Fig. 3.8. Conducted EMI without taking mitigation measures.
Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 show the setup and results after applying acommon-mode
choke between the LISN and the PWM Inverter, displaying asignificant reduction in the
conducted EMI [17-18, 23]. Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 show the setupand results after the
application of a common-mode transformer, which also effectivelyreduces the conducted
EMI [18]. The losses for both the common-mode chokeand common-mode transformer
are about 7 Watts, which iscomparatively small for a 5hp motor.3 phase
source
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Fig. 3.9. Setup for common-mode choke (winding inductance5mH).
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Fig. 3.10. Conducted EMI with common-mode choke.3 phase
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Fig. 3.11. Setup for common-mode transformer (winding inductance3.9mH).
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Fig. 3.12. Conducted EMI with common-mode transformer.78
Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 show the setup and results after applying multiple
common-mode filters between the LISN and the PWM inverter, in addition to line
capacitors [18].This configuration demonstrates the most significant reduction in the
conducted EMI.
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Fig. 3.13. Setup of filters for suppression of conducted EMI.
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Fig. 3.14. Conducted EMI with multiple filters.79
3.3.2 Radiated EMI
The measurement of the radiated EMI is described in Section 2.3.4. The setup of
the measurement is shown in Fig. 2.29. The National Electric Code (NEC) requires that
the equipment grounding conductor be routed with the phase conductors if a nonmetallic
conduit is used. Then, if a metallic conduit is used with UL listed fittings, the conduit
may act as the grounding conductor. (Note: Flexible metallic conduit requires a separate
ground conductor.)However, common practice is to simply run the three phase
conductors without including a ground wire. Therefore, the radiated EMI measurements
were made with three different cable configurations.First the grounding wire and the
three phase lead wires are made into a bundle. Then the grounding wire is separated from
the lead wires, and finally a metallic conduit is used as a grounding conductor.
Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 compare the measured radiated EMI when the grounding
conductor is bundled with the phase conductors, and when the grounding wire is not
included with the lead conductors. Fig. 3.15 shows that bundling of the grounding
conductor results in substantial radiated EMI reduction. Note that the results of using the
grounded metallic conduit are the same as when bundling the ground conductor with the
phases.
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Fig. 3.16. Radiated EMI when the lead wires and the grounding wire form a loop.
Fig. 3.17 (a) and (b) shows the setup and results after applying a common-mode
transformer between the PWM Inverter and the induction motor [18]. Here the grounding
conductor is not included with the phase conductors. Note there is a significant reduction
compared to Fig. 3.16, which is in this same configuration, though without any mitigation
techniques applied.
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Fig. 3.17 (a). Setup for the measurement of radiated EMI with acommon-mode
transformer.81
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Fig. 3.17 (b). Measurement results of radiated EMI with a common-mode transformer.
Fig. 3.18 (a) and (b) shows the setup and results after applying a common-mode
choke between the PWM Inverter and the induction motor [17-18, 23]. Here again the
grounding conductor is not included with the phase conductors. Note that again there is a
significant reduction from Fig. 3.16, where there is no grounding conductor in the lead
wires and no mitigation techniques applied.
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Fig. 3.18 (a). Setup for the measurement of radiated EMI with a common-mode choke
connected between the inverter and the motor.82
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Fig. 3.18 (b). Measurement results of radiated EMI with a common-mode choke
connected between the inverter and the motor.
Fig. 3.9 (a) and (b) shows the setup and results with a common-mode choke and a
differential-mode filter connected between the inverter and the motor, again with no
bundled ground conductor. Here we see the most significant reduction in radiated EMI as
compared to Fig. 3.16.
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Fig. 3.19 (a). Setup for the measurement of radiated EMI with a common-mode choke
and a differential-mode filter.83
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Fig. 3.19 (b). Measurement results of radiated EMI with a common-mode choke and a
differential-mode filter.
3.4 Conclusions
The known adverse effects of bearing currents, EMI and motor terminal over-
voltages have been discussed and their respective suggested mitigation techniques were
presented and evaluated in terms of their effectiveness, losses and practical application. It
is recommended that the user perform the necessary measurements, including shaft
voltage, motor terminal voltage and EMI as described in Chapter 2, to determine if there
is a potential ASD related problem. If a problem is detected, one of the suggested
mitigation techniques should be applied. It is then important to conduct the measurements
again to ensure the effect of the mitigation technique is as desired or required to maintain
a reliable process.84
CHAPTER 4
A DUAL-BRIDGE INVERTER APPROACH TO ELIMINATING COMMON-MODE
VOLTAGES
4.1 Introduction
It has been shown in Chapter 2 that conventional 2-level PWM inverters generate
high frequency common-mode voltages within the motor windings. On one hand,
common-mode voltages induce motor shaft voltage and bearing currents that cause
premature bearing failures. On the other hand, The common-mode noise current flows
into the ground through the stray capacitance inside the motor and back to the input
terminals of the converter through the power mains. The noise current not only generate
conducted EMI, but also emits radio frequency noise into the space causing interference
with other electronic equipment and systems. In addition, the high frequency currents
flowing in the ground conductor can cause tripping of ground current relays installed for
protection.
In chapter 3, the effectiveness of several mitigation techniques have been
evaluated and discussed. Most of them have been able to eliminate or mitigate the
bearing current problem. However, they all require modifications to the existing structure
of motors or motor bearings.
It is has been realized that reduction or elimination of the common-mode voltage
can mitigate the bearing current and EMI problems. In [20], a four-leg inverter with
second order filter approach is presented to reduce the neutral voltage of the filter and
effectively reduce the common-mode voltage. The results demonstrated a reduction in the
filter neutral voltage, although resonance problems did arise in the experimental work
due to the numerous energy storage elements present. In addition, the modulation index
is limited to 0.66. In [21] a space vector algorithm is proposed to minimize the neutral-85
to-ground voltage of the motor stator winding to 2Vdc/3 by synchronizing the switching
sequences of the rectifier and inverter, which does limit the current control capabilities.
In this chapter, a dual-bridge inverter (DBI) approach to eliminating the motor
common-mode voltages is proposed and investigated. The new inverter topology can
eliminate motor bearing currents and reduce leakage currents as well as the conducted
EMI without applying additional devices to the motor or limiting the modulation index of
the inverter. Compared to other solutions, the DBI has the advantage of solving the
problem at the source and thus requires no modifications to the motor or the motor
manufacturing process, and presents no current control limitations. The proposed DBI is
controlled to generate balanced excitation of a standard three-phase, dual-voltage (double
winding) induction motor during PWM ASD operation. Like high power multi-phase
ASDs, the new drive will reduce the current in each phase winding thus permitting the
use of a single power device for each switch instead of two devices in parallel. The only
major difference between the proposed DBI and a conventional inverter is the added
bridge and the associated gate drivers, therefore the increased complexity of the hardware
is limited. Since the control algorithm of the DBI is the same as a conventional inverter,
the complexity of the control unit including software is not increased. With the additional
bridge, the overall system reliability can be improved by providing for continued system
operation with degraded performance following the loss of excitation to one of the
machine stator windings [31-34].
The application of DBIs can prove to be a cost-effective solution in critical
applications. Motor reliability statistics show that bearing failures account for 40% of the
total motor failures and almost 25% of all bearing failures are due to high frequency
switching and high dv/dt [35]. With a limited increase in the cost of inverters, induction
motors will be free of high frequency shaft voltage and the resulting bearing currents.
Therefore, the DBI can prevent costly and hazardous premature motor failures caused by
bearing currents and significantly reduce the losses caused by motor downtime.
Theoretical analysis along with simulation and experimental results are presented to
verify this concept.86
4.2 Theoretical Analysis and Control of the Proposed DBI
It has been shown in Section 2.2.2 that conventional three-phase PWM inverters
(as shown in Fig. 2.9) generate common-mode voltages. Here, the common-mode voltage
is defined the average of all the phase-to-ground voltages, as shown in Eqn 2.25.
Therefore, when the motor is energized by a balanced three-phase, 60Hz supply, the
common-mode voltage is:
V
Vc0, (sin wt + sin(wt +120) + sin(wt 120))
3 (4.1)
=0
However, when the motor is energized by a conventional PWM inverter, the resulting
common-mode voltage varies between V+ and V- at the switching frequency (Eqn 2.26).
The proposed DBI topology (Fig. 4.1) employs two three-phase bridges as the
output stage and a motor with two identical windings. For this new topology, the
common-mode voltage is defined as:
1
Vann=
6
(Va +Vb+Vc+Va, (4.2)
To eliminate the common-mode voltage, Vcom, the inverter is designed such that the six
switches in the second bridge are triggered in a reverse order with respect to the first
bridge. Therefore, the voltages applied to each phase of both windings have the following
relationships:
Va. =-Va,Vb. = -Vb,Vc. -Vc (4.3)
For example, according to Fig. 4.1, when T1 is on, T4 is off and Va = V+. Due to
the reversed triggering signal to the second bridge, T1is off, T4' is on and Va, = V.
Therefore,
V, + V. = V+ + V- = 0 (4.4)
The above equation is also correct when T1 is off and T4 is on, where Va = V-, Va, = V.87
The subsequent switches will operate in a similar pattern such that in all we will
have:
VaVa' = 0 (4.5)
VbVb' = 0 (4.6)
\lc + Ve, = 0 (4.7)
Therefore the common-mode voltage is:
V,, =(Va + VbVe+17±Vb, -FT7c,) = 0 (4.8)
The absence of the common-mode voltage will preclude the electrostatic coupling
between the stator winding and the rotor and between the stator winding and the frame
(ground). Therefore, the shaft voltage and resulting bearing current will be eliminated and
the common-mode noise current and subsequent conducted EMI will be reduced.
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Fig. 4.1. Proposed PWM dual-bridge inverter (DBI) drive.
With the DBI topology, a double winding motor is necessary, which is found in
all dual voltage rating motors (Fig. 4.2). Note that the windings need to be connected
properly to produce flux in the same direction as will be discussed in Section 4.3.88
Fig. 4.2. Dual voltage double winding induction motor.
4.3 Motor Winding Configuration
The DBI can be designed forallvoltage ratings currently applicable to
conventional inverters at medium to high voltage levels. For low voltage ratings,
conventional dual voltage motors can be used. For example, a standard 230/460V motor
can be driven at 230V by a 230V DBI.However, the dual voltage motor windings,
which are readily accessible, must be connected appropriately as will be explained here.
When a dual voltage motor is driven by a conventional inverter, the two windings are
connected in parallel for low voltage operation and in series for high voltage operation.
When both windings are connected in parallel as shown in Fig. 4.3, phase a and a' will be
driven by the same polarity and will therefore produce additive magnetic flux in the same
direction.
For the new D131 topology phases a and a' are driven with opposite polarities by
two separate bridges in order to cancel the common-mode voltage.With the winding
configuration of Fig. 4.3, the magnetic fluxes would cancel with each other resulting in
zero total flux and zero torque. Therefore, the windings should be reconnected as shown89
in Fig. 4.4, so that the currents will produce flux in the same direction but with the
capacitive effects reversed, i.e. the magnetic flux adds and the electric fields cancel, thus
resulting in full torque without common-mode voltages. For example, if phases a and a'
are driven in different polarities by the separate bridges, the currents will flow from
terminal 1 to terminal 0 and from terminal 4 to terminal 7 thus produce flux in the same
direction. For higher voltage applications, i.e. 460V, the motor winding has to be
redesigned such that there are two sets of 460V windings. Fortunately, this type of
redesign is not uncommon and therefore does not involve a special process or a costly
new technique.
b'
a'
Fig. 4.3. Winding connection for a conventional dual voltage motor.
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Fig. 4.4. Winding connections for the motor driven by the proposed dual-bridge inverter.90
4.4 Verification by Simulation
The proposed DBI was simulated in PSpice to verify the concept of shaft voltage
elimination. The motor model in the simulations is based on a simplified version of the
high frequency model of induction motors as shown in Fig. 4.5.
a
b
C
L C R
A, A,
Fig. 4.5. High frequency motor model.
In Fig. 4.5, R, L and C are distributive parameters representing the high frequency
coupling between the stator windings and the rotor assembly. Since the cancellation of
the common-mode voltage does not depend on the electrical characteristics of the
bearings, a detailed bearing model is not necessary in verifying the proposed concept. In
addition, the reactances of the equivalent inductances (L and LB) are small and negligible
compared to those of the equivalent capacitances (C and Cg) since the value of Cand Cg
are very small. Therefore, the model wassimplified further by neglecting the winding
and bearing inductances and the switch K. With the DBI topology, astandard dual
voltage (double winding) motor is necessary as mentioned previously, therefore, the
model was further modified into Fig. 4.6 assuming that the two windings are identical.a
91
Cg
Fig. 4.6. Simplified motor model.
A conventional three-phase inverter model with the modified high frequency
motor model was simulated in PSpice. Parameters given by Table 4.1 are used in the
modified high frequency model, which were obtained from a 5hp, 230/460V duel-voltage
rating induction motor. The resulting line-to-line output voltage and shaft voltage are
shown in Fig. 4.7.
The novel three-phase DBI model with the modified high frequency motor model
was simulated using same parameters. The resulting line-to-line outputvoltages are
shown in Fig. 4.8 (a) and the resulting shaft voltage is shown in Fig. 4.8 (b). Note that in
Fig. 4.8 (b) the scale is reduced to 10mV to emphasize the elimination of the shaft
voltage.
TABLE 4.1. PARAMETERS OF SIMPLIFIED MOTOR MODEL AT HIGH FREQUENCIES.
R (Q) C (nF) RB (Q) Cg (nF)
200 .015 100k 1.11 . OKU
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Fig. 4.7. Line-to-line output voltage (top) and shaft voltage (bottom).
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4.5 Experimental results
15ms 16ms
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The proposed PWM DBI was implemented using intelligent IGBT modules.
Experimental results were obtained for both a conventional single-bridge inverter and the
proposed DBI for a 5hp 230/460V induction motor drive system operating at 5kHz and
230V.
Fig. 4.9 shows the shaft voltage and bearing current for the induction motor when
it is driven by a conventional single-bridge PWM inverter. Note that the peak shaft
voltage is about 5 volts for this particular motor. The resulting peak current through the
bearings is about 200mA (100mA/10mV). With the application of the proposed DBI to
the same 5hp motor, the shaft voltage and bearing current are virtually eliminated as
shown in Fig. 4.10.
Fig. 4.11 shows the leakage current through the grounding wire and its frequency
spectrum for a conventional PWM inverter driven motor. We can see the large magnitude
components at the carrier frequency (5kHz) and the side bands of its multiples. When the
motor is driven by the DBI, the peak current through the grounding wire is reduced by
about 50%, as shown in Fig. 4.12. From the FFT results of the same current we see that94
the frequency components at the side bands of the carrier frequency (5kHz), andup to the
7th multiple, have been reduced to the average magnitude of the frequencyspectrum. The
reduction in the magnitude of those components is between 10dB and 20dB.
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Fig. 4.9. Shaft voltage (Ch. 1) and bearing current (Ch. 4) for a conventional PWM
inverter driven motor.
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Fig. 4.10. Shaft voltage (Ch. 1) and bearing current (Ch. 4) for the proposed dual-bridge
PWM inverter driven motor.hp
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Fig. 4.11. Leakage current to ground for a conventional PWM inverter driven motor in
the time domain (upper) and frequency domain (lower).
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Fig. 4.12. Leakage current to ground for the proposed dual-bridge PWM inverter driven
motor in the time domain (upper) and frequency domain (lower).96
The conducted EMI was obtainedforboth conventional and the DBI
configuration using a line impedance stabilization network (LISN) and a spectrum
analyzer. The LISN is connected between the power source and the PWM inverter under
test, as shown in Fig. 2.26 and Fig. 2.27. Fig. 4.13 shows the conducted EMI measured
from the conventional inverter. Fig. 4.14 shows the conducted EMI of the DBI induction
motor drive. Note that a significant reduction in the conducted EMI emission is observed
with the DBI.
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Fig. 4.13. Conducted EMI for a conventional PWM inverter.
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Fig. 4.14. Conducted EMI for the dual-bridge inverter (DBI) configuration.97
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a DBI approach is investigated to eliminate the motor common-
mode voltage and resulting bearing and leakage currents and reduce the conducted EMI.
The novel DBI is controlled to generate balanced excitation of the induction motor under
PWM ASD operation. Theoretical analysis, simulation results as well as experimental
results on a 5kVA motor drive system were presented to verify the proposed concept. The
operation of the proposed DBI was found to virtually eliminate the shaft voltage and
bearing currents and significantly reduce the conducted EMI and the leakage current.98
CHAPTER 5
MULTILEVEL INVERTER MODULATION SCHEMES TO ELIMINATE COMMON-
MODE VOLTAGES
5.1 Introduction
Conventional two-level pulse-width modulated (PWM) inverters and multilevel
PWM inverters generate common-mode voltage within the motor windings that may
result in motor and drive application problems [8-10, 16-17]. The common-mode voltage
enables motor shaft voltage to build up through electrostatic couplings between the rotor
and the stator windings and between the rotor and the frame, resulting in excessive
bearing currents when the shaft voltage exceeds the dielectric capability of the bearing
grease. It has been shown that bearing currents may cause premature motorbearing
failures. At the same time, the common-mode voltage will cause a much larger common-
mode leakage current to flow into the ground via electrostatic coupling between the stator
windings and the grounded frame. Since this current will eventually flow back to the
input terminals through the ground conductor and the power mains, it will cause
significant common-mode electromagnetic interference (EMI) emission. In addition, the
leakage current may cause false tripping of ground current relays installed for protection.
There have been a number of mitigation techniques suggested for the bearing
current problem and conducted EMI. However, few of them have been addressingthe
common-mode voltage directly and successfully and none of them have been found
within the context of multilevel PWM inverters. In Chapter 4, a dual-bridge inverter
(DBI) is presented to generate zero common-mode voltage. Though the motor shaft
voltage and the resulting bearing currents are eliminated successfully, a double winding
(i. e. a dual voltage) induction motor becomes necessary. The DBI has also been shown
being able to reduce conducted EMI significantly. In [36], an active filter isproposed to
cancel the common-mode voltage and reduce ground current and conducted EMI,
however a common-mode transformer of significant size has to be used. Besidesthese
efforts devoted to new inverter topologies, a space-vector algorithm was also proposed to99
minimize the neutral-to-ground voltage of the motor stator winding to 2Vdc/3 by
synchronizing the switching sequence of the rectifier and inverter, which limits the
current control capabilities [21].
Three-level PWM inverters, usually in the forms of diode-clamped multilevel
inverters (DCMLI) and flying-capacitor multilevel inverters (FCMLI), are typically
considered for medium voltage level (2300/4160V) drives to reduce the voltage rating of
the power switching devices as well as the harmonic components of the output voltages.
However, commonly used modulation schemes resultin non-zero common-mode
voltages [37-40]. In this chapter, two modulation schemes are suggested for the control of
multilevel inverters to eliminate common-mode voltages. It will be shown that a three-
level inverter will not generate common-mode voltages when the inverter output voltages
are limited within certain switching states. The same concept could be extended to other
odd number multilevel inverters. At medium voltage levels, such controlled multilevel
inverters willstill provide reduced device voltage ratings and improved harmonic
characteristics over two-level inverters. Whereas at low voltage levels (230V/460V),
three-level inverters could be considered mainly for the purpose of cancellation of
common-mode voltages. Simulation results using Mat lab are provided to verify the
concept.
5.2 Modulation Schemes for Common-mode Voltage Elimination
The output stage of conventional two-level PWM inverters consists of three phase
legs with two switches on each leg. The output of each phase is either +Vdc/2 or -Vd12.
Therefore the combinations of the three phase output voltages result in 8 (N3 for N=2)
switching states, i. e. (+ + -), (+-), (- + +), (- + -), (++), (-+), (+ + +) and (- - -). To
be more clear, (+ + -) represents the following output voltage: Va = Vdc/2, Vb = Vdc/2 and
V, = -Vdc/2. Since the common-mode voltage is defined as Vcon, = (Va + VbV,)/3, it is
not zero for all of the above switching states.100
The first three-level diode-clamped voltage source inverter, the neutral-point-
clamped (NPC) inverter, was first proposed by Nabea et al [37]. Fig. 5.1 shows the output
stage of the NPC voltage source inverter (VSI). It consists of 12 switches, 12 anti-parallel
connected free wheeling diodes, 6 clamp diodes and a split DC bus via two capacitors.
There are two important features of the NPC VSI compared to conventional two-level
inverters. First, four switches are used in series for each inverter leg instead of two,
allowing the off-state switches to sustain only half of the DC bus voltage instead of the
full voltage. Second, the output voltage of each phase has three levels, i. e. +Vdc/2, 0 and
-Vdc/2. Increased number of voltage levels results in increased switching states. In this
case, the NPC-VSI has 27 (33) states as shown in Fig. 5.2 [38]. Among these switching
states, there are seven states that will result in zero common-mode voltages. They are (+
0 -), (0 + -), (- + 0), (- 0 +), (0+), (+0) and (0 0 0), i. e. V1 through V6 in Fig. 5.4. It is
obvious that the common-mode voltage of the NPC inverter is zero for all the above
seven states. Therefore, by limiting the switching states only to those listed above, a NPC
inverter will not generate common-mode voltage. This idea could be equally applied to
FCMLIs and higher level inverters. However, since only voltage levels of odd numbers
contain the state of zero output voltage (0 0 0), even number level inverters (i. e. 2, 4, 6-
levelsetc.)cannot be controlledinthis way to achieve common-mode voltage
cancellation.
Fig. 5.1. The output stage of a NPC inverter.101
(0 -+)
Fig. 5.2. Possible switching states of a three-level inverter.
Like conventional inverters, the main purpose of the control of multilevel inverters
is to synthesize the output voltage as close as possible to the desired waveform, e. g.
sinusoidalwaveforms.Manymodulationschemeshavebeendevelopedwith
considerations to harmonic generation and switching loss minimization. However, the
traditional sine-triangle intersection modulation and the space-vector modulation are still
considered good choices for multilevel PWM inverters due to the resulting overall inverter
performance. Therefore, detailed investigation in both modulation schemes to achieve
common-mode voltage elimination is presented in the following sections.
5.2.1 Voltage Space-vector PWM
Any three-phase quantities,e.g.three phase voltages or currents, can be
represented by a space-vector in the d-q plane via Park's transformation. The vector starts
from the origin and ends at a certain point so that the length and the phase angle of the
vector together represent the instantaneous values of the particular three phase quantities.102
If the three phase quantities are sinusoidal functions of time and are symmetrical
(balanced), the vector will be rotating at a constant angular velocity and has a constant
length and thus the locus of the vector forms a circle. In other words, a rotating voltage
vector can represent three phase sinusoidal voltages mathematically. If the three phase
quantities are not symmetrical, Park's transformation gives not only d, q components, but
also a zero-sequence component that is the mean value of the three phase quantities. As far
as the output voltages of a PWM-VSI are concerned, this zero-sequence component is the
common-mode voltage of the inverter.
The basic idea of voltage space-vector modulation is to control the inverter output
voltages so that their Park representation approximately equals the reference vector,
which is the Park representation of the desired three-phase voltage [41]. In the case of a
three-level inverter, the 27 switching states create 19 voltage vectors including a zero
vector as shown in Fig. 5.2. These voltage vectors divide the d-q plane into 24 triangular
sections. When the reference voltage vector falls in one of these sections, adjacent
voltage vectors are selected to synthesize the desired voltage vector based on the time-
averaging principle, resulting in three-phase PWM waveforms. If the synthesized voltage
vector is a good approximation to the reference vector, the three-phase PWM voltages
should be good approximations to the desired three-phase voltages.
Since three-level inverters have many more switching states than two-level
inverters, the algorithm for the determination of which triangular section Vref belongs to
and the selection of the switching states and switching pattern are more difficult.
However, they become quite straightforward if coordinate transformation is used. Fig. 5.3
shows the synthesis algorithm of an arbitrary reference voltage Vref in d-q-o reference
frame using appropriate space vectors and coordinate transformations. First of all, the
whole voltage vector space is divided into six equal sectors I through VI by the dotted
lines. By the examination of the phase angle of Vref, the sector where Vref resides in can
be easily located. As an example shown in Fig. 5.3, the reference vector Vref is inside
sector I. To synthesize Vref, it is also necessary to determine which triangular section it
belongs to in the d-q plane. To obtain this information, coordinate transformations could103
be used. In the shown example, since Vref is in sector I, it is appropriate to transform the
vector in d-q-o into Vref in d'-q'-o' using the following equation:
Vet' = e'z° .(17/U7) (5.1)
U2 UI
Fig. 5.3. Synthesis of the reference voltage vector Vref
It is again straightforward to locate the exact triangle wherein Vref resides by
looking at the phase angle of Vref'. In this example, it is the triangle defined by vector U1,
U6 and U7. It should be noted that, whichever triangle is located, it belongs to the
hexagon centered at o'. By acknowledging this, a simple control algorithm similar to that
of the conventional two-level SVM is obtained, which also features low harmonic
distortion in the PWM output voltage waveforms.
For example, a reference voltage in sector I will be synthesized by U7 and two of
U1 through U6, which define the hexagon centered at U7. Similarly, U3 and two of the six
vectors that define the hexagon centered at U3 could synthesize another reference voltage
vector, which is located in sector II.In general, any reference voltage within the104
boundary defined by the outer hexagon in d-q-o coordinate, Vref, should be first allocated
into one of the six smaller hexagons. For the voltage reference within each hexagon, it
should be expressed as Vref in d'-q'-o' reference frame and then synthesized using the
same switching pattern and timing calculation as those for a two-level inverter. It should
be noted that, according to Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3, both U3 and U7 have two states. When
synthesizing a voltage in sector I, for example, both state (+ + 0) and state (0 0 -) of U7
are used and only state (0 + 0) of U3 is used. However, when synthesizing a voltage
vector in sector II, both state (0 + 0) and state (- 0 -) of U3 are used and only the state (0 0
-) of U7 is used. The redundant zero states, (+ + +) and (- - -) are never used.
Fig. 5.4 shows the maximum obtainable voltages of the NPC SVM in d-q domain.
The largest voltage vectcrs are W1 through W6. However if a three phase balanced
voltage set is to be synthesized using the SVM scheme described above, the maximum
voltage vectors will be VI through V6, the amplitude of which is the same as that of a
two-level SVM. Since the modulation index is defined as
where Vim
Vim
m
17,k / 2
(5.2)
is the magnitude of the fundamental component of the phase-to-neutral
voltage, the maximum modulation index with linear modulation is therefore [41 ]:
= 2/=1.15. (5.3)
This control algorithm has resulted in significantly improved output voltage
waveforms compared with two-level SVM inverters. However, using most of the 27 states
or all the 19 voltage vectors to synthesize the PWM output voltage inevitably generates
non-zero common-mode voltages. To eliminate the common-mode voltage, only the
above mentioned seven vectors V1 through V7 out of 19 voltage vectors should be used to
synthesize the output voltage. Similar to the SVM for two-level PWM inverters, the six
non-zero vectors VI through V6 divide the d-q plane into six sectors as shown in Fig. 5.4.
If, for instance, the reference vector sits in the sector defined by vectors V 1 and V2, the
switching state of the NPC inverter should be selected alternatively among those
corresponding to vectors VI, V2 and V7.105
W3 (- + -) V2 (0 + -) W2 (+ + -)
W5 (- - +) V5 (0+) W6 (++)
Fig. 5.4. Seven states with zero common-mode voltage.
From the time-averaging principle, the time duration for each state is determined
by the following equation:
Ts TI TI-I-T2 Ts
SVref dt dt +fV 2dt +fV 7dt
0 0 TI TI+T2
(5.4)
In the above equation, all vectors are constant and V7 = 0, therefore the volt-
second equation is obtained:
VlT1H-V 2 T 2 = Vref Ts (5.5)
Given Ts = 1 /fs and V ref, T1, T2 can be calculated from Eqn. (5.5). The time for zero state
is given by
T7 = T TI T2 (5.6)
It should be pointed out that the maximum modulation index for this modulation scheme
isxi-3-i 2 times that of the conventional two-level SVM according to Fig. 5.4. It can be
verified from Eqn. (5.3) that the maximum modulation index in this case is mmax = 1,
which is the same as that with sine-triangle intersection PWM for two-level inverters.106
5.2.2 Sine-triangle intersection PWM
Sine-triangle intersection PWM (SPWM) has been widely used in conventional
two-level inverters due to its simplicity and low harmonic distortion characteristics. For
similar reasons, this method has been extended to multilevel inverter control. It has been
suggested that N-1 triangle carrier signals should be used for an N-level inverter and only
one sinusoidal modulation signal for each phase. [39, 40].
Fig. 5.5 shows the waveforms of sine-triangle intersection and the resulting
phase-to-neutral voltage for a NPC inverter. Two carriers together with three modulation
signals have been used to obtain SPWM control (only one modulation signal is shown).
The intersection of the sinusoidal signal with the upper triangle signal results in the
positive PWM phase voltage, whereas the intersection of the sinusoidal and the lower
triangle signals results in the negative PWM phase voltage.
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Fig. 5.5. Sine-triangle intersection PWM waveforms for a three-level inverter.107
Although this SPWM method provides low harmonic content in the output
voltages, it does not guarantee that the switching states of the inverter are within those
seven states which would result in zero common-mode voltage. An alternative SPWM
scheme can be used which does not generate non-zero common-mode voltages. Similar to
the SPWM for two-level inverters, this method employs one triangle carrier signal and
three balanced sinusoidal modulation signals (i. e. Vmi, Vm2 and V,3). At first, two of the
three modulation signals, e. g. V,1 andVm2,are compared with the carrier signal resulting
in two intermediate PWM signals VI andV2for one phase (not shown). Then subtraction
ofV2from V1 creates the PWM signal for the same phase, as shown in Fig. 5.6. The same
algorithm should be applied to the other two phases.
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Fig. 5.6. Sine-triangle PWM for common-mode voltage cancellation.To summarize, we have the following equations:
Vml= Vie/ sin (co t) ,
Vm2 = Vref sin (cot27r./3),
Vm3 = Vref sin (cot + 27r/3) ,
V, = (ViV2)12,
Vb = (V2V3)12,
108
(5.7)
= (V3VI)/ 2.
Therefore, the common-mode voltage is equated as:
V,. = (V, + Vb ± V)/ 3
= ((VIV2) + (V2 - V1) + (V3 - V1))/3 (5.8)
=0.
It is important to note that this sine-triangle modulation scheme guarantees that the
switching happens only among those states with zero common-mode voltage.
5.3 Simulation Results
The concept of common-mode voltage cancellation using three-level inverters is
proven by simulation in Matlab. Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the phase-to-neutral, the
phase-to-phase and the common-mode voltages of a three-level inverter using both
conventional SPWM and SVM. The peak-to-peak value of the common-mode voltage is
as high as 1/3 of the DC link voltage. However, common-mode voltage cancellation
using the suggested SPWM and SVM is obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10
respectively.N,
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In addition, frequency spectra are obtained as a result of the FFT on the output
voltages with maximum fundamental component under linear modulation condition. Fig.
5.11 and Fig. 5.12 show the frequency spectra of the output voltage of a two-level
inverter using both SVM (mmax1.15) and SPWM (mmax=1.0) respectively. These results
serve as bases of comparison for the proposed modulation schemes.
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Fig. 5.11. Voltage spectra of a two-level inverter with SVM (mmax =1.15).
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The frequency spectra for a three-level inverter with both SVM and SPWMare
shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 respectively. Comparedto two-level inverters, three-
level inverters with the established modulation schemes have significantlyreduced
harmonic components while maintaining thesame maximum modulation indices.
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Fig. 5.13. Voltage spectra of a three-level inverter with SVM (mmax =1.15).
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Fig. 5.14. Voltage spectra of a three-level inverter with SPWM (mmax =1).113
Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 are voltage spectra of the proposed three-level SVM and
SPWM for common-mode voltage cancellation. Fig. 5.15 shows that the proposed three-
level SVM with common-mode voltage cancellation has the same modulation index as
that of SPWM without common-mode voltage cancellation (mmax=1). However, the
harmonic components of the output voltage are lower than those obtained from two-level
inverters but higher than those from three-level inverters with conventional SPWM and
SVM. On the other hand, the modulation index of three-level SPWM with common-mode
voltage cancellation is limited to mmax = 1/1.15 = 0.87. The harmonic content of its output
voltage is close to that generated by three-level inverters with SVM and common-mode
voltage cancellation.
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Fig. 5.16. Voltage spectra of a three-level inverter with SPWM and Common-mode
voltage cancellation (mmax =0.87).
5.4 Conclusions
Common-mode voltage generated by conventional PWM inverters is found to be a
major cause of premature motor bearing failures due to the resulting leakage currents
through the bearings. Similarly, the resulting current through the parasitic capacitance
between the motor windings and the frame adds to the total leakage current through the
ground conductor resulting in increased conducted EMI and false tripping of relays. It has
been proven experimentally in the previous chapter that cancellation of the common-mode
voltage will eliminate the bearing currents and significantly reduce the conducted EMI for
two-level inverter and motor drives, therefore, the same results for multilevel inverters can
be expected if common-mode voltage cancellation is achieved. In this chapter, it is shown
through simulation that multilevel PWM inverters with proper modulation schemes will
not generate common-mode voltages. Both SVM and SPWM are investigated based on
three-level inverters. This concept can be applied to both medium voltage (2300/4160V)
multilevel inverter applications as well as low voltage applications to eliminate the
common-mode voltage and improve the reliability of motor drives.CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Conclusions
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PWM inverter and induction motor ASDs are widely used in modern industries.
Due to the increased switching speed and the unbalanced nature of the three-phase output
voltages of PWM inverters, the application of the ASDs has encountered several adverse
effects. These application issues include the motor terminal over-voltage, shaft voltage
and bearing current and EMI problems. Motor terminal over-voltage and bearing current
may cause premature motor insulation and bearing failures within several months of ASD
operation resultinginsignificantlossesin motor repair/replacement and system
downtime. EMI may cause the malfunctioning of other electronic systems including
computer and control systems, data acquisition and communication systems. These
adverse effects have caused losses in equipment maintenance and system downtime as
well as degradation of system performance; therefore, they have attracted much attention
from the drive industries and drive users. In response to these drive application issues,
this dissertation addresses the mitigation techniques for the alleviation and elimination of
the adverse effects with an emphasis on solving the problems at their source.
The mechanisms of all three adverse effects are first presented. It has been shown
based on the travelling-wave theory that the motor terminal over-voltage is dependent on
both the length of the motor lead and the rise and fall time of the PWM output voltage of
the inverter. Whereas the motor shaft voltage and bearing current are found to be the
result of the high frequency common-mode voltage. Theoretically, elimination of the
common-mode voltage results in the elimination of the shaft voltage and the bearing
current. This also benefits the EMI performance of PWM inverter drives due to the
reduction in the common-mode conducted EMI. Conventional mitigation techniques are
then evaluated for their effectiveness in alleviating these problems.116
The novel dual-bridge inverter employs an additional output stagefor a
conventional dual-voltage rating induction motor. The inverter is controlled such that it
generates a balanced excitation of the induction motor, therefore, the common-mode
voltage is theoretically zero. Simulation results show a perfect cancellation of the
common-mode voltage and the resulting shaft voltage is eliminated. Experimental results
on the dual-bridge inverter also verify the concept. The shaft voltage is reduced to well
below the breakdown voltage of the grease (<2V) and the resulting spike-like bearing
currents are eliminated. In addition, the total conducted EMI measured at the input
terminals of the dual-bridge inverter using a LISN is reduced by 15dB to 20dB without
using other mitigation techniques, due to the reduction in the common-mode component.
A prototype of the proposed dual-bridge inverter has been built at the Power
Electronics Laboratory of Oregon State University, to verify the feasibility of the concept
of solving the problems at the source. The inverter consists of the new dual-bridge
topology and a specially tuned inverter output filter, therefore it mitigates all three of
adverse effects of conventional PWM inverters effectively, including over voltages,
bearing currents and conducted EMI.
Multilevel inverters are more suitable for higher voltage levels and power ratings
than 2-level PWM inverters due to the reduced stress on the power devices and better
harmonic distortion characteristics. However, multilevel inverters using conventional
modulation schemes are found to generate common-mode voltages as well. More severe
adverse effects are expected for multilevel PWM inverters due to the higher rated
voltages and currents. It has been found that by limiting the switching states of the output
stage to 7 specific states, the common-mode voltage can be eliminated. Therefore, new
PWM modulation schemes, including a SPWM and a SVM scheme, are proposed and
investigated based on this concept. It has been verified via simulation that three-level
inverters using the proposed modulation schemes do not generate common-mode
voltages. The concept can be extended to all the inverters with odd levels.117
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Although the dual-bridge inverter topology can effectively eliminate the bearing
currents and significantly reduce the conducted EMI, the motor-terminal-over-voltage
problem has to be mitigated using different techniques such as filtering technologies.
Since dv/dt is a critical factor in the generation of motor terminal over-voltages, reducing
dv/dt is an effective way of limiting the over-voltage. Therefore, instead of using filters at
the inverter output terminals, properly designed snubber circuits of the power devices
might be able to reduce the dv/dt. This may also reduce the conducted EMI as well as the
radiated EMI directly from the power module due to the reduced dv/dt.
Though the existing soft-switching inverters do not address shaft voltage and
bearing current problem, they generate inherent low dv/dt. Therefore, a dual-bridge
inverter with a resonant or quasi-resonant dc bus for soft-switching may have very low
electromagnetic noise emission and be free of motor terminal over-voltage and bearing
current problems.
Multilevel modulation schemes are proposed in this dissertation to cancel the
common-mode voltages.However,theconcept hasnot beenverifiedthrough
experiments. Therefore, future work is needed to verify this concept experimentally and
improve the performance, which includes prototyping and investigation on the
modulation schemes in enhancing the modulation indices. In addition, the unbalance of
the supply voltages and the load as well as the differences among the components and
power devices may cause the unbalance of the voltages across the dc bus capacitors,
which is a potential problem for all DCMLIs. Commonly considered method is using the
redundant switching states to control the currents drawn from each capacitor, thus an
indirect control of the capacitor voltages is achieved. However, the redundant switching
states are not available for the proposed multilevel modulation schemes with common-
mode voltage cancellation, therefore, other voltage balancing techniques have to be
developed. Further investigations on the mechanism of the voltage unbalance and
solutions for the problem are needed.118
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APPENDIX
LONG LEAD CABLE COMMONLY USED FOR PWM INVERTER
FED AC MOTOR DRIVES123
TypeTHHN-THWN,14AWG, 600V, Gasoline and Oil Resistant
Conductors - Bare, soft annealed copper per ASTM B-3, unilay concentric, compressed
stranded (Class C) ASTM B-3 or ASTM B-8 and UL-83
InsulationHigh dielectric polyvinyl chloride (PVC) UL-83 and UL-1063
Overall JacketNylon, UL-83 and UL-1063
Specifications
Size
(AWG)
Strands
No.
O.D.
(inches)
PVC
Insulation
Thickness
(inches)
Nylon
Jacket
Diameter
(inches)
Approx.
Outside
Diameter
(inches)
Ampacity
THWN
75°C
14 19/.0147 .015 .004 .115 15